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Full of character yet with a relentless 
focus on function and quality, these 
products lend themselves to a wide 
array of spaces, from living rooms to 
office breakout spaces and meeting 
rooms to hospitality.
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7210

7209, 7210

AURA LIGHT
Sabine Marcelis
Harnessing Marcelis’ expertise in the utilisation of cast 
translucent materials, the suspended cylindrical bar of the 
Aura Light can stand alone or work as part of a grouping. Over 
a metre in length, the design is made from a bio-epoxy resin, 
formulated using by-products from the agricultural industry.

Dimensions:
S1: L1100mm × D75mm × H88mm, 5kg

Materials:
Bio-Epoxy resin, powder-coated steel fixing, 
steel suspension cable

Light Fitting:
S1: S14s, LED 15W, (Dimmable Osram Linestra) 
220/240V, clear PVC cable L2000mm

Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

7209 S1 L1100, 220/240V, rose € 2,790 1-3 weeks
7210 S1 L1100, 220/240V, apricot € 2,790 1-3 weeks

Note: The subtle colour of the translucent bio-resin has a brighter tone when 
illuminated and a muted darker tone when the light is not on.

L1100

7210
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A poetic floor lamp with a design made possible by cutting-
edge manufacturing techniques, Cho Light, by Swiss designer 
Dimitri Bähler, combines traditional Japanese Washi paper with a 
breathtakingly thin carbon-fibre rod.

Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

7004 Ø250 shade only, off-white washi paper € 355 1-3 weeks
7207 Ø375 shade only, off-white washi paper € 460 1-3 weeks
7006 F1 H1165 base only, 220/240V € 730 1-3 weeks
7009 F2 H1630 base only, 220/240V € 800 1-3 weeks

Note: Must order one shade and one base each for complete product.

Dimensions:
F1: H1400mm, Ø250mm × H1165mm
F1: H1525mm, Ø375 × H1165mm
F2: H1850mm, Ø250mm × H1630mm
F2: H1925mm, Ø375 × H1630mm

Materials:
Powder-coated steel, magnetic fixings, carbon-
fibre (rod), lacquer, Washi paper (shade), pyrex 
glass diffuser

Light Fitting: 
E14, 1× max 6W LED, 220/240V, PVC black cable, 
inline continuous touch dimmable foot switch

CHO LIGHT 
Dimitri Bähler

F2F2F1 F1

7004, 7207 7207–7009, 7004–7006
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CORONA 
Frank
Frank designers Pam West and Matt Edmonds pay homage to 
the silvered light bulb, an everyday icon, with Corona’s oversized 
reflector surrounded by a curved, slip-cast ceramic shade.

Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

1731 S2 Ø490, 220/240V, white gloss interior, white matt exterior € 1,650 1-3 weeks
1619 S2 Ø490 C, 220/240V, white gloss interior, metallic copper exterior € 1,850 1-3 weeks

Dimensions:
Ø490mm × H170mm, 6.2kg

Materials:
Ceramic, opal hand blown glass with polished 
stainless steel reflector, powder-coated steel 
fixings, steel suspension cable

Light Fitting: 
S2: G9, 1× max 75W, 220 ⁄ 240V, clear PVC  
cable L2000mm

S2

1619

1731
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FILIGRANA LIGHT
Sebastian Wrong

6300, 6303, 6315, 6319, 7323

Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

6300 S1 beehive Ø160, 220/240V, etched with black canes € 465 1-3 weeks
6301 S1 beehive Ø160, 220/240V, etched with red canes € 465 1-3 weeks
6299 S1 beehive Ø160, 220/240V, etched with white canes € 465 1-3 weeks

6303 S2 cylinder Ø220, 220/240V, etched with black canes € 580 1-3 weeks
7242 S2 cylinder Ø220, 220/240V, etched with blue canes € 580 1-3 weeks
6304 S2 cylinder Ø220, 220/240V, etched with red canes € 580 1-3 weeks
6985 S2 cylinder Ø220, 220/240V, etched with tobacco canes € 580 1-3 weeks
6302 S2 cylinder Ø220, 220/240V, etched with white canes € 580 1-3 weeks

6315 S3 ellipse Ø370, 220/240V, etched with black canes € 845 1-3 weeks
6317 S3 ellipse Ø370, 220/240V, etched with red canes € 845 1-3 weeks
6986 S3 ellipse Ø370, 220/240V, etched with tobacco canes € 845 1-3 weeks
6318 S3 ellipse Ø370, 220/240V, etched with white canes € 845 1-3 weeks

 
6319 S4 ellipse Ø450, 220/240V, etched with black canes € 1,290 1-3 weeks
6320 S4 ellipse Ø450, 220/240V, etched with red canes € 1,290 1-3 weeks
6987 S4 ellipse Ø450, 220/240V, etched with tobacco canes € 1,290 1-3 weeks
6321 S4 ellipse Ø450, 220/240V, etched with white canes € 1,290 1-3 weeks

  
7323 S5 globe Ø500, 220/240V, etched with black canes € 1,790 1-3 weeks
7240 S5 globe Ø500, 220/240V, etched with red canes € 1,790 1-3 weeks

6968 T2 cylinder Ø220, 220/240V dimmable, etched with black canes € 505 1-3 weeks
7244 T2 cylinder Ø220, 220/240V dimmable, etched with blue canes € 505 1-3 weeks
6969 T2 cylinder Ø220, 220/240V dimmable, etched with red canes € 505 1-3 weeks
6970 T2 cylinder Ø220, 220/240V dimmable, etched with tobacco canes € 505 1-3 weeks
6971 T2 cylinder Ø220, 220/240V dimmable, etched with white canes € 505 1-3 weeks

Note: Bespoke cable lengths available on request.

Filigrana Light harnesses the mastery and heritage of 
traditional Venetian glass blowing, merging a 16th-century 
technique from Murano with a modern aesthetic to create five 
unique suspension lights in six candy-stripe colour options. T2S1 S2 S4S3 S5

Dimensions:
S1 beehive: Ø160 × H140mm
S2 cylinder: Ø220 × H230mm
S3 ellipse: Ø370 × H230mm
S4 ellipse: Ø450 × H330mm
S5 globe: Ø500mm × H490mm
T2 cylinder: Ø220 × H270mm
Materials:
Acid-etched hand blown glass, acrylic and powder-
coated steel fixings, steel suspension cable (S2, 
S3, S4, S5), die cast aluminium base with shot blast 
finish (T2)
Recommended Light Source:
S1: E14, max 6W LED, 220/240V
This product is fitted with E14 bulb fittings, clear 
PVC cable, L2000mm 
T2, S2, S3, S4, S5: E27, max 9W LED, 220/240V
This product is fitted with E27 bulb fittings, clear 
PVC cable, L2000mm
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Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

7340 C3a cluster Ø600 1220, 220/240V, etched with cane detail € 1,600 10-12 weeks
7342 C3b cluster Ø600 1220, 220/240V, etched with cane detail € 2,450 10-12 weeks
7344 C5 cluster Ø600 1250, 220/240V, etched with cane detail € 3,350 10-12 weeks
7346 C9 cloud Ø1000 1215, 220/240V, etched with cane detail € 6,700 10-12 weeks

Note: Bespoke cable lengths available on request.

C3a C3b C5 C9

FILIGRANA LIGHT, CLUSTER
Sebastian Wrong
When combined the kaleidoscopic Filigrana Light forms 
fantastical, eye-catching installations. The largest cluster, the 
Cloud, is an impressive composition of 9 Filigrana Lights so 
named for its voluminous, billowing form that seems to float 
from above.

7342

Materials:
Acid-etched hand blown glass, acrylic and powder-
coated steel fixings, steel suspension cable
Recommended Light Source:
S2, S3, S4: E27, max 9W LED, 220/240V
This product is fitted with E27 bulb fittings, clear 
PVC cable, L2000mm
C3a, C3b, C5: ceiling plate Ø600mm x H40mm
C9 Cloud: ceiling plate Ø1000mm x H40mm

Dimensions:
C3a cluster: 

C3b cluster:

C5 cluster:

C9 cluster:

1x black S2 cylinder, Ø220mm × H230mm
2x red S2 cylinder, Ø220mm × H230mm 

1x black S2 cylinder, Ø220mm × H230mm
1x black S3 ellipse, Ø370mm × H230mm
1x red S4 ellipse, Ø450mm × H330mm

2x black S2 cylinder, Ø220mm × H230mm
1x black S4 ellipse, Ø450mm × H330mm
1x red S2 cylinder, Ø220mm × H230mm
1x red S3 ellipse, Ø370mm × H230mm

2x black S2 cylinder, Ø220mm × H230mm 
2x black S3 ellipse, Ø370mm × H230mm
1x black S4 ellipse, Ø450mm × H330mm
1x red S2 cylinder, Ø220mm × H230mm
2x red S3 ellipse, Ø370mm × H230mm
1x red S4 ellipse, Ø450mm × H330mm

7340
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FOLD
Alexander Taylor
Alexander Taylor’s Fold family brings high-precision 
manufacturing to the bedside and desk lamp, using folded, 
laser-cut sheet metal, and subtle references to classic mid-
century design.

Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

0128 T1 H230, 220/240V, signal white with red cable € 140 1-3 weeks
0136 T1 H230, 220/240V, sulphur yellow with black cable € 140 1-3 weeks
0150 T2 H450, 220/240V, signal white with red cable € 365 1-3 weeks
0152 T2 H450, 220/240V, sulphur yellow with black cable € 365 1-3 weeks

Dimensions:
T1: H230mm, shade L120mm × D120mm  
T2: H450mm, shade L260mm × D260mm 

Materials:
Powder-coated steel 

Light Fitting
T1: E14, 1× max 60W, 220 ⁄ 240V, braided fabric 
twisted cable, inline on ⁄off switch
T2: E27, 1× max 100W, 220 ⁄ 240V, braided fabric 
twisted cable, inline on ⁄off switch

0152, 0128 0136

T1 T2
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LIGHTHOUSE
Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec
A sculptural, voluptuous and enchanting object, the Lighthouse 
combines Venetian hand-blown glass with industrially 
engineered aluminium and pure marble to create an enduring 
contemporary classic.

Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

6224 T1 shade only, amber blown glass € 2,440 1-3 weeks
6223 T1 shade only, grey blown glass € 2,440 1-3 weeks
6221 T1 H695 C base only, 220/240V, matt Carrara white marble € 1,540 1-3 weeks
6219 T1 H695 M base only, 220/240V, matt Marquina black marble € 2,190 1-3 weeks
6960 T1 H695 E base only, 220/240V, matt Dark Emperador marble € 2,990 1-3 weeks

Note: Must order one glass shade and one marble base each for complete product.

Dimensions:
T1: H695mm, shade Ø370mm × H465mm

Materials:
Hand blown glass, anodised aluminium, marble

Light Fitting:
G9, 1× max 5W LED, 220 ⁄ 240V, braided fabric 
cable, inline dimmable on ⁄off switch

6224–6219

T1

6223–6960
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LOUVRE LIGHT
Klauser & Carpenter
Referencing window blinds and ‘muscle cars’, Klauser & 
Carpenter’s surprisingly understated Louvre design uses layers 
of pressed aluminium to create a glare-free, ambient light.

Dimensions:
S1: L950mm × D210mm × H215mm, 6.8 kg

Materials:
Anodised aluminium, polycarbonate diffuser, 
powder-coated aluminium and steel fixings,  
steel suspension cable

Light Fitting:
Anodised black: T5-HO linear fluorescent 
220/240V, cable L2000mm
Anodised bronze: Integrated LED strips
220/240V, integrated dimmer DALI, control 
technology, cable L2000mm

TANK
Alexander Taylor
Evoking the form of a pleated fabric shade with rhythmic folds 
of sheet metal, Alexander Taylor’s Tank is a deceptively simple 
and precise contemporary light.

Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

0317 S1 Ø500, 220/240V, black € 955 1-3 weeks
0192 S1 Ø500, 220/240V, signal white € 955 1-3 weeks
0312 S2 Ø720, 220/240V, black € 1,540 1-3 weeks
0180 S2 Ø720, 220/240V, signal white € 1,540 1-3 weeks

Dimensions:
S1: Ø500mm × H350mm, 3.9kg
S2: Ø720mm × H500mm, 7.2kg

Materials:
Powder-coated aluminium (shade), powder coated 
steel, frosted glass diffuser, steel suspension cable

Light Fitting:
S1: E27, 1× max 100W, 220⁄240V, clear PVC cable, 
L2000mm
S2: E27, 1× max 150W, 220⁄240V, clear PVC cable, 
L3000mm

01807163

Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

1707 S1 L950, 220/240V, fluorescent bulb, integrated electronic ballast, 
anodised black € 3,640 1-3 weeks

7163 S1 L950 BR, 220/240V, LED with integrated DALI dimmer, 
anodised bronze € 3,890 1-3 weeks

Note: Integrated LED strips with integrated dimmer DALI available for anodised black.

S1

S1
S2
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TIKI 
Nao Tamura
Nao Tamura’s characterful, bird-like lamp is robotically carved 
from clear acrylic to create a delicate form. Intended to sit 
in clusters, or ‘flocks’, Tiki suggests a different approach to 
lighting design.

Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

5151 T1 H365, 220/240V, black € 2,100 1-3 weeks
5376 T1 H365 SP, 220/240V, metallic copper € 2,350 1-3 weeks

Dimensions:
H370mm × L340mm × D70mm

Materials:
Gloss glazed ceramic, acrylic

Light Fitting:
White LED, 220/240V, black PVC cable, inline on/
off switch, cable L1500mm

T1

5151

5376
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TORCH LIGHT 
Sylvain Willenz
The Torch Light combines a tactile, PVC-dipped polymer 
shade with a diamond-textured diffuser – a reference to car 
headlights – and a brightly coloured cable, offering a wide 
array of colour combinations. 

Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

0772 S1 cone Ø150, 220/240V, black with black cable € 250 1-3 weeks
1363 S1 cone Ø150, 220/240V, red with red cable € 250 1-3 weeks
0757 S1 cone Ø150, 220/240V, signal grey with red cable € 250 1-3 weeks
1778 S1 cone Ø150, 220/240V, signal grey with yellow cable € 250 1-3 weeks
1856 S1 cone Ø150, 220/240V, yellow with yellow cable € 250 1-3 weeks
0784 S2 round Ø150, 220/240V, black with black cable € 250 1-3 weeks
1430 S2 round Ø150, 220/240V, signal grey with red cable € 250 1-3 weeks
0796 S3 cone Ø300, 220/240V, black with black cable € 355 1-3 weeks
1370 S3 cone Ø300, 220/240V, red with red cable € 355 1-3 weeks
0787 S3 cone Ø300, 220/240V, signal grey with red cable € 355 1-3 weeks
1787 S3 cone Ø300, 220/240V, signal grey with yellow cable € 355 1-3 weeks
1860 S3 cone Ø300, 220/240V, yellow with yellow cable € 355 1-3 weeks
0810 T1 cone Ø150, 220/240V, black with black cable € 270 1-3 weeks
1347 T1 cone Ø150, 220/240V, red with red cable € 270 1-3 weeks
1852 T1 cone Ø150, 220/240V, yellow with yellow cable € 270 1-3 weeks

7057 Upcharge, TORCH LIGHT, bespoke cable length, S1, S2, S3, S4
Note: Bespoke cable lengths available on request.

Dimensions:
S1 cone: Ø150mm × H210mm, 0.4kg
S2 round: Ø150mm × H210mm, 0.4kg
S3 cone: Ø300mm × H205mm, 0.8kg
T1 cone: Ø150mm × H210mm

Materials:
PVC dipped polymer shade and ceiling fixing,  
clear diamond textured polycarbonate diffuser

Light Fitting:
E14, 1× max 6W LED, 220/240V, PVC cable, 
cable L2000mm, inline on/off switch (T2)

1778, 0784, 1860, 1430, 0796, 1856

1860, 0784

S1 S2 S3

T1
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TORCH LIGHT, BUNCH 
Sylvain Willenz
The Torch Light bunch forms a contemporary chandelier in 
arranged clusters of 5, 10 and 20 lights. Tactile, PVC-dipped 
polymer shades, diamond-textured diffusers and brightly 
coloured cables combine to create an eye-catching focal point.  

Dimensions:
S5: 3× S1 cone Ø150, 2× S2 round Ø150,  
approx Ø300mm, weight 2.1kg
S10: 6× S1 cone Ø150, 3× S2 round Ø150,  
1× S3 cone Ø300, approx Ø400mm, weight 4.7kg
S20: 12× S1 cone Ø150, 7× S2 round Ø150,  
1× S3 cone Ø300, approx Ø600mm, weight 7.6kg

Materials:
PVC dipped polymer shade and ceiling fixing,  
clear diamond textured polycarbonate diffuser

Light Fitting:
S5: E14, 5x max 6W LED, 220/240V, PVC cable,  
cable L1400mm
S10: E14, 10x max 6W LED, 220/240V, PVC cable, 
cable L1800mm, 
S20: E14, 20x max 6W LED, 220/240V, PVC cable,
cable L1800mm

Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

4992 S5 bunch L1400, 220/240V, black with black cable € 1,240 1-3 weeks
4995 S5 bunch L1400, 220/240V, red with red cable € 1,240 2-4 weeks
4996 S5 bunch L1400, 220/240V, signal grey with red cable € 1,240 2-4 weeks
4997 S5 bunch L1400, 220/240V, signal grey with yellow cable € 1,240 2-4 weeks
4998 S5 bunch L1400, 220/240V, yellow with yellow cable € 1,240 2-4 weeks
0964 S10 bunch L1800, 220/240V, black with black cable € 2,290 1-3 weeks
1342 S10 bunch L1800, 220/240V, red with red cable € 2,290 2-4 weeks
1374 S10 bunch L1800, 220/240V, signal grey with red cable € 2,290 2-4 weeks
1789 S10 bunch L1800, 220/240V, signal grey with yellow cable € 2,290 2-4 weeks
1862 S10 bunch L1800, 220/240V, yellow with yellow cable € 2,290 2-4 weeks
0963 S20 bunch L1800, 220/240V, black with black cable € 3,640 1-3 weeks
1344 S20 bunch L1800, 220/240V, red with red cable € 3,640 2-4 weeks
1443 S20 bunch L1800, 220/240V, signal grey with red cable € 3,640 2-4 weeks
1795 S20 bunch L1800, 220/240V, signal grey with yellow cable € 3,640 2-4 weeks
1868 S20 bunch L1800, 220/240V, yellow with yellow cable € 3,640 2-4 weeks

7059 Upcharge, TORCH BUNCH, bespoke cable length, S5
7060 Upcharge, TORCH BUNCH, bespoke cable length, S10
7061 Upcharge, TORCH BUNCH, bespoke cable length, S20

Note: Fixed hanging height L1400 (S5) and L1800 (S10,S20) is approximate, bespoke 
hanging height available upon request. It is recommended for pendant lamps to hang 
with a minimum 215cm clearance above the ground in walkways and with a minimum 
75cm clearance over a table. 

0963

4995

S5 S10 S20
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Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

6349 SH490, single, black € 165 1-3 weeks
6350 SH490, single, bright blue € 165 1-3 weeks
6528 SH490, single, burgundy € 165 1-3 weeks
6529 SH490, single, grey fleck € 165 1-3 weeks
6527 SH490, single, khaki € 165 1-3 weeks
6351 SH490, single, navy blue € 165 1-3 weeks
6352 SH490, single, orange € 165 1-3 weeks
6353 SH490, single, yellow € 165 1-3 weeks

 
1695 SH490, set of two, black € 330 1-3 weeks
1696 SH490, set of two, bright blue € 330 1-3 weeks
6520 SH490, set of two, burgundy € 330 1-3 weeks
6522 SH490, set of two, grey fleck € 330 1-3 weeks
6521 SH490, set of two, khaki € 330 1-3 weeks
1697 SH490, set of two, navy blue € 330 1-3 weeks
1698 SH490, set of two, orange € 330 1-3 weeks
4920 SH490, set of two, yellow € 330 1-3 weeks

Note: Additional colours available MOQ 30 with a leadtime of 6-8 weeks. Suitable for 
permanent outdoor use. Stackable in sets of 4.

Dimensions:
H490mm × D380mm × L410mm
seat height 490mm

Materials:
Polypropylene

BUTT
Estd Collection
Butt is a vibrant, versatile stool that can be used indoors and 
outdoors thanks to its UV-stable plastic, which was originally 
developed for marine use.

6521

6349, 6352, 6353, 6351, 6350

SH490
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6357

Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

6357 SH440 natural oak, single, with bolt detail € 815 1-3 weeks
1901 SH440 natural oak, set of two, with bolt detail € 1,630 1-3 weeks

Note: Bespoke painted finishes possible MOQ 20 with a leadtime of 8-10 weeks.

Dimensions:
L400mm × D610mm × H785mm
seat height 440mm

Materials:
European oak, oil, steel fixings

FRAME CHAIR
Wouter Scheublin
Ingeniously engineered, Frame’s complex angles are balanced 
by the subtle curves of its seat and back rest to achieve 
a distinctive blend of character and formality in a tough, 
lightweight design.

6357

SH440
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Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

5705 SH500, gloss black with solid ash legs € 910 3-5 weeks
5707 SH500, gloss white with solid ash legs € 910 3-5 weeks
5708 SH650, gloss black with solid ash legs € 955 3-5 weeks
5710 SH650, gloss white with solid ash legs € 955 3-5 weeks
5711 SH800, gloss black with solid ash legs € 990 3-5 weeks
5713 SH800, gloss white with solid ash legs € 990 3-5 weeks

Note: Legs are oak-stained solid ash.

Dimensions:
H500mm × L450mm × D425mm
H650mm × L450mm × D425mm
H800mm × L450mm × D425mm

Materials:
Heat formed ABS, polyurethane (seat), ash wood 
stained to an oiled oak finish (legs)

HEIDI 
Sebastian Wrong
A mix of modernity and nostalgia, the Heidi is a fun stool 
that takes its inspiration from the classic tractor seat and the 
rustic, three-legged, timber milking stool.

5708, 5707

SH500 SH650 SH800

5711
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6577

Dimensions:
H550 × L420 × D450mm,
seat height 500mm
H700 × L420 × D450mm,
seat height 650mm
H810 × L420 × D450mm,
seat height 760mm

Materials:
Heat formed ABS, polyurethane, powder-coated 
steel tubing (legs), polyethylene (feet)

HEIDI, STACKING 
Sebastian Wrong
A new powder-coated tubular steel leg adds a robust, and 
competitively-priced, stackable stool to the Heidi range.

Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

6572 SH500 stacking, gloss black with black frame € 450 10-12 weeks
6573 SH500 stacking, gloss black with grey frame € 450 10-12 weeks
6576 SH500 stacking, gloss white with black frame € 450 10-12 weeks
6577 SH500 stacking, gloss white with grey frame € 450 10-12 weeks
6584 SH650 stacking, gloss black with black frame € 485 10-12 weeks
6585 SH650 stacking, gloss black with grey frame € 485 10-12 weeks
6588 SH650 stacking, gloss white with black frame € 485 10-12 weeks
6589 SH650 stacking, gloss white with grey frame € 485 10-12 weeks
6596 SH760 stacking, gloss black with black frame € 530 10-12 weeks
6597 SH760 stacking, gloss black with grey frame € 530 10-12 weeks
6600 SH760 stacking, gloss white with black frame € 530 10-12 weeks
6601 SH760 stacking, gloss white with grey frame € 530 10-12 weeks

Note: Additional frame colours available MOQ 20 with a leadtime of 8-10 weeks.
Suitable for permanent outdoor use. Stackable in sets of up to 4.

SH500 SH650 SH760

6577
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Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

6309 SH450 single, ash € 650 1-3 weeks
7248 SH450 single, ash wood stained oak € 650 8-10 weeks
6456 SH450 single, ash wood stained wenge € 650 1-3 weeks
6311 SH450 single, oiled oak € 755 1-3 weeks
6310 SH450 single, ash wood, natural saddle leather wood, natural leather € 1,025 8-10 weeks
7249 SH450 single, ash wood stained oak, black saddle leather € 1,025 8-10 weeks
7250 SH450 single, ash wood stained oak, brandy saddle leather € 1,025 8-10 weeks
6911 SH450 single, ash wood stained wenge, black saddle leather € 1,025 8-10 weeks
6478 SH450 single, oiled oak, black saddle leather € 1,120 8-10 weeks
6313 SH450 single, oiled oak, brandy saddle leather € 1,120 8-10 weeks

6494 SH450, set of two, ash € 1,300 1-3 weeks
7251 SH450, set of two, ash wood stained oak € 1,300 8-10 weeks
6496 SH450, set of two, ash wood stained wenge € 1,300 1-3 weeks
6497 SH450, set of two, oiled oak € 1,510 1-3 weeks
6495 SH450, set of two, ash, natural leather € 2,050 8-10 weeks
7252 SH450, set of two, ash wood stained oak, black saddle leather € 2,050 8-10 weeks
7253 SH450, set of two, ash wood stained oak, brandy saddle leather € 2,050 8-10 weeks
7018 SH450, set of two, ash wood stained wenge , black saddle leather € 2,050 8-10 weeks
6498 SH450, set of two, oiled oak, black saddle leather € 2,240 8-10 weeks
6499 SH450, set of two, oiled oak, brandy saddle leather € 2,240 8-10 weeks

Note: Saddle leather in natural, black and brandy as standard.
Additional saddle leathers available subject to MOQ 20 with a leadtime of 
10-12 weeks. Stackable in sets of up to 4.

Dimensions:
L515mm × D490mm × H770mm 
seat height 450mm

Materials:
Solid oak or solid ash, oak or ash veneer plywood  
(seat, seatback), leather (optional), clear silicone 
(bumper), teflon (feet)

MAURO CHAIR
Mauro Pasquinelli
An exemplar of great 20th-century Italian design made 
possible by 21st-century manufacturing techniques, the 
Mauro Chair is a hardworking, irrepressibly stylish, stackable, 
timber chair by Italian master designer Mauro Pasquinelli. SH450

6311
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Dimensions:
L515mm × D490mm × H770mm 
seat height 450mm

Materials:
Solid oak or solid ash, oak or ash veneer plywood  
(seatback), clear silicone (bumper), teflon (feet), 
polyurethane foam and fixed non-removable 
upholstery cover (optional)

MAURO CHAIR
Mauro Pasquinelli
An exemplar of great 20th-century Italian design made 
possible by 21st-century manufacturing techniques, the 
Mauro Chair is a hardworking, irrepressibly stylish, stackable, 
timber chair by Italian master designer Mauro Pasquinelli. 
From September 2021 new seat upholstery options have been 
added to the range for added comfort. SH450

Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

7436 SH450 set of two, ash wood, COM upholstered seat only € 1,390 8-10 weeks
7442 SH450 set of two, ash wood stained oak, COM upholstered seat only € 1,390 8-10 weeks
7448 SH450 set of two, ash wood stained wenge, COM upholstered seat only € 1,390 8-10 weeks
7454 SH450 set of two, oiled oak, COM upholstered seat only € 1,590 8-10 weeks

7437 SH450 set of two, ash wood, CAT1 upholstered seat only € 1,440 8-10 weeks
7443 SH450 set of two, ash wood stained oak, CAT1 upholstered seat only € 1,440 8-10 weeks
7449 SH450 set of two, ash wood stained wenge, CAT1 upholstered seat only € 1,440 8-10 weeks
7455 SH450 set of two, oiled oak, CAT1 upholstered seat only € 1,640 8-10 weeks

7438 SH450 set of two, ash wood, CAT2 upholstered seat only € 1,460 8-10 weeks
7444 SH450 set of two, ash wood stained oak, CAT2 upholstered seat only € 1,460 8-10 weeks
7450 SH450 set of two, ash wood stained wenge, CAT2 upholstered seat only € 1,460 8-10 weeks
7456 SH450 set of two, oiled oak, CAT2 upholstered seat only € 1,660 8-10 weeks

7439 SH450 set of two, ash wood, CAT3 upholstered seat only € 1,490 8-10 weeks
7445 SH450 set of two, ash wood stained oak, CAT3 upholstered seat only € 1,490 8-10 weeks
7451 SH450 set of two, ash wood stained wenge, CAT3 upholstered seat only € 1,490 8-10 weeks
7457 SH450 set of two, oiled oak, CAT3 upholstered seat only € 1,690 8-10 weeks

7440 SH450 set of two, ash wood, CAT4 upholstered seat only € 1,520 8-10 weeks
7446 SH450 set of two, ash wood stained oak, CAT4 upholstered seat only € 1,520 8-10 weeks
7452 SH450 set of two, ash wood stained wenge, CAT4 upholstered seat only € 1,520 8-10 weeks
7458 SH450 set of two, oiled oak, CAT4 upholstered seat € 1,730 8-10 weeks

7441 SH450 set of two, ash wood, L1 upholstered seat only € 1,640 8-10 weeks
7447 SH450 set of two, ash wood stained oak, L1 upholstered seat only € 1,640 8-10 weeks
7453 SH450 set of two, ash wood stained wenge, L1 upholstered seat only € 1,640 8-10 weeks
7459 SH450 set of two, oiled oak, L1 upholstered seat only € 1,790 8-10 weeks

Note: Stackable in sets of up to 4.
Upholstered seat requires a minimum order quantity of 4. 

7398 Bute Melrose, 7397 Kvadrat Remix 3, 7399 Maharam Twill Weave, 7401 Kvadrat Waterborn

Recommended Fabrics
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Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

5415 SH650, blue black € 590 8-10 weeks
5160 SH750, blue black € 590 8-10 weeks

Note: Bespoke colour stain finishes possible MOQ 20 with a leadtime 8-10 weeks.

Dimensions:
H650mm × Ø350mm
H750mm × Ø350mm

Materials:
Solid ash wood, wood stain, ash veneer (seat), 
teflon (feet)

STEP 
Federico Gregorutti
The Step stool is made from solid ash using a high-tech 
manufacturing process to create a modern design for 
kitchens, bars and studios.

5415 5415

SH650 SH750
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Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

7097-BL L1650 sofa, black, oiled oak, COM/ COL  6-8 weeks
6371-BL L1650 sofa, black, oiled oak, CAT1 € 4,490 6-8 weeks
6375-BL L1650 sofa, black, oiled oak, CAT2 € 4,640 6-8 weeks
6373-BL L1650 sofa, black, oiled oak, CAT3 € 5,490 6-8 weeks
6374-BL L1650 sofa, black, oiled oak, CAT4 € 5,840 6-8 weeks
6372-BL L1650 sofa, black, oiled oak, CAT8 € 9,900 6-8 weeks
7097-BR L1650 sofa, burgundy, oiled oak, COM/ COL  6-8 weeks
6371-BR L1650 sofa, burgundy, black oak, CAT1 € 4,490 6-8 weeks
6375-BR L1650 sofa, burgundy, black oak, CAT2 € 4,640 6-8 weeks
6373-BR L1650 sofa, burgundy, black oak, CAT3 € 5,490 6-8 weeks
6374-BR L1650 sofa, burgundy, black oak, CAT4 € 5,840 6-8 weeks
6372-BR L1650 sofa, burgundy, black oak, CAT8 € 9,900 6-8 weeks
7097-GR L1650 sofa, grey, oiled oak, COM/ COL  6-8 weeks
6371-GR L1650 sofa, grey, oiled oak, CAT1 € 4,490 6-8 weeks
6375-GR L1650 sofa, grey, oiled oak, CAT2 € 4,640 6-8 weeks
6373-GR L1650 sofa, grey, oiled oak, CAT3 € 5,490 6-8 weeks
6374-GR L1650 sofa, grey, oiled oak, CAT4 € 5,840 6-8 weeks
6372-GR L1650 sofa, grey, oiled oak, CAT8 € 9,900 6-8 weeks
7098-BL L2070 sofa, black, oiled oak, COM/ COL  6-8 weeks
6381-BL L2070 sofa, black, oiled oak, CAT1 € 4,940 6-8 weeks
6385-BL L2070 sofa, black, oiled oak, CAT2 € 5,040 6-8 weeks
6453-BL L2070 sofa, black, oiled oak, CAT3 € 6,200 6-8 weeks
6384-BL L2070 sofa, black, oiled oak, CAT4 € 6,500 6-8 weeks
6382-BL L2070 sofa, black, oiled oak, CAT8 € 10,900 6-8 weeks
7098-BR L2070 sofa, burgundy, oiled oak, COM/ COL  6-8 weeks
6381-BR L2070 sofa, burgundy, black oak, CAT1 € 4,940 6-8 weeks
6385-BR L2070 sofa, burgundy, black oak, CAT2 € 5,040 6-8 weeks
6453-BR L2070 sofa, burgundy, black oak, CAT3 € 6,200 6-8 weeks
6384-BR L2070 sofa, burgundy, black oak, CAT4 € 6,500 6-8 weeks
6382-BR L2070 sofa, burgundy, black oak, CAT8 € 10,900 6-8 weeks
7098-GR L2070 sofa, grey, oiled oak, COM/ COL  6-8 weeks
6381-GR L2070 sofa, grey, oiled oak, CAT1 € 4,940 6-8 weeks
6385-GR L2070 sofa, grey, oiled oak, CAT2 € 5,040 6-8 weeks
6453-GR L2070 sofa, grey, oiled oak, CAT3 € 6,200 6-8 weeks
6384-GR L2070 sofa, grey, oiled oak, CAT4 € 6,500 6-8 weeks
6382-GR L2070 sofa, grey, oiled oak, CAT8 € 10,900 6-8 weeks

Dimensions:
L1650mm × D900mm × H720mm
L2070mm × D900mm × H720mm
seat height 400mm

Materials:
Powder-coated steel and plywood frame, 
solid oak (side panels), felt (feet) foam and goose-
down cushions, removable upholstery covers

CASSETTE
Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec
Bringing together contrasting materials and a simple form, 
Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec have created a statement sofa that 
offers solidity, versatility, comfort and contemporary style, with a 
slim steel frame and deep upholstery.

Code Additional Parts RRP Ex tax Lead Time

7099 D700 set of two side cushions, COM/ COL
6391 D700 set of two side cushions, CAT1 € 380 6-8 weeks
6395 D700 set of two side cushions, CAT2 € 425 6-8 weeks
6393 D700 set of two side cushions, CAT3 € 495 6-8 weeks
6394 D700 set of two side cushions, CAT4 € 505 6-8 weeks
6392 D700 set of two side cushions, CAT8 € 1,085 6-8 weeks

Note: COM/COL pricing on request. Upholstery Delivery Fee applies.

Maya CAT1 6371–BL–6391

L1650 L2070

Recommended Fabrics
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Materials:
Powder-coated mild steel (frame), steel grid 
(wall option), larch veneer plywood (low table 
and wall option), upholstered plywood (wall 
option), larch veneer triply (shelf option), 
foam, feather and foam (cushion option), 
removable upholstery covers, nylon feet

GRID 
Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec
A colourful room-within-a-room, the raw shell of the Grid 
system provides a base for modular seating, shelves, tables and 
screens, which can be integrated in different ways to create a 
playful and multifunctional environment for informal meetings, 
presentations or simply hanging out.

Atlas CAT1 Hallingdal 65 CAT3 6754-6816-6820-6818-6821 Hallingdal 65 CAT3 6736-6820-6821

Recommended Fabrics
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Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

Room Divider: Straight Unit, Low Tabe
L2500mm × D600mm × H1600mm

6628 room divider L2500, low table, metal grid tall partition € 5,190 13-15 weeks
6629 room divider  L2500, low table, larch panel tall partition € 6,700 13-15 weeks
6630 room divider L2500, low table, upholstered tall partition CAT1 € 7,400 13-15 weeks
6631 room divider  L2500, low table, upholstered tall partition CAT3 € 8,200 13-15 weeks

Sofa: Upholstered Seat
L2500mm × D800mm × H800mm/1600mm, SH440mm

6636 straight L2500, uph seat CAT1, metal grid low support € 5,790 13-15 weeks
6637 straight L2500, uph seat CAT1, larch panel low support € 7,300 13-15 weeks
6638 straight L2500, uph seat CAT1, uph low support CAT1 € 7,500 13-15 weeks
6639 straight L2500, uph seat CAT1, uph low support CAT3 € 7,900 13-15 weeks
6644 straight L2500, uph seat CAT3, metal grid low support € 6,500 13-15 weeks
6645 straight L2500, uph seat CAT3, larch panel low support € 8,000 13-15 weeks
6646 straight L2500, uph seat CAT3, uph low support CAT1 € 8,300 13-15 weeks
6647 straight L2500, uph seat CAT3, uph low support CAT3 € 8,700 13-15 weeks
6632 straight L2500, uph seat CAT1, metal grid tall partition € 6,400 13-15 weeks
6633 straight L2500, uph seat CAT1, larch panel tall partition € 9,300 13-15 weeks
6634 straight L2500, uph seat CAT1, uph tall partition CAT1 € 10,300 13-15 weeks
6635 straight L2500, uph seat CAT1, uph tall partition CAT3 € 11,000 13-15 weeks
6640 straight L2500, uph seat CAT3, metal grid tall partition € 7,100 13-15 weeks
6641 straight L2500, uph seat CAT3, larch panel tall partition € 10,100 13-15 weeks
6642 straight L2500, uph seat CAT3, uph tall partition CAT1 € 11,000 13-15 weeks
6643 straight L2500, uph seat CAT3, uph tall partition CAT3 € 11,800 13-15 weeks

Note: Bespoke configurations and dimensions available with a design fee and 
additional 4 weeks lead-time. Upholstery Delivery Fee applies.

GRID
Straight Unit

6629-6925

Hallingdal 65 CAT3 6640-6820-6818-6821

L2500

L2500
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Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

Corner Unit, Two Upholstered Seats
L2500mm × D2500mm × H800mm/H1600mm, SH440mm

6748 corner, two uph seats CAT1, metal grid low support € 10,300 13-15 weeks
6749 corner, two uph seats CAT1, larch panel low support € 13,100 13-15 weeks
6750 corner, two uph seats CAT1, uph CAT1 low support € 13,800 13-15 weeks
6751 corner, two uph seats CAT1, uph CAT3 low support € 14,500 13-15 weeks
6756 corner, two uph seats CAT3, metal grid low support € 11,800 13-15 weeks
6757 corner, two uph seats CAT3, larch panel low support € 14,500 13-15 weeks
6758 corner, two uph seats CAT3, uph CAT1 low support € 15,300 13-15 weeks
6759 corner, two uph seats CAT3, uph CAT3 low support € 16,100 13-15 weeks
6744 corner, two uph seats CAT1, metal grid tall partition € 11,400 13-15 weeks
6745 corner, two uph seats CAT1, larch panel tall partition € 16,100 13-15 weeks
6746 corner, two uph seats CAT1, uph CAT1 tall partition € 17,700 13-15 weeks
6747 corner, two uph seats CAT1, uph CAT3 tall partition € 19,100 13-15 weeks
6752 corner, two uph seats CAT3, metal grid tall partition € 12,900 13-15 weeks
6753 corner, two uph seats CAT3, larch panel tall partition € 17,700 13-15 weeks
6754 corner, two uph seats CAT3, uph CAT1 tall partition € 19,100 13-15 weeks
6755 corner, two uph seats CAT3, uph CAT3 tall partition € 20,600 13-15 weeks

Note: Bespoke configurations and dimensions available with a design fee and 
additional 4 weeks lead-time. Upholstery Delivery Fee applies.

Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

Corner Unit, Left-Hand-Facing Upholstered Seat 
L2500mm × D2500mm × H800mm/H1600mm, SH440mm

6716 corner, lhf uph seat CAT1, rhf low table, metal grid low support € 9,000 13-15 weeks
6717 corner, lhf uph seat CAT1, rhf low table, larch panel low support € 11,700 13-15 weeks
6718 corner, lhf uph seat CAT1, rhf low table, uph CAT1 low support € 12,500 13-15 weeks
6719 corner, lhf uph seat CAT1, rhf low table, uph CAT3 low support € 13,200 13-15 weeks
6732 corner, lhf uph seat CAT3, rhf low table, metal grid low support € 9,700 13-15 weeks
6733 corner, lhf uph seat CAT3, rhf low table, larch panel low support € 12,500 13-15 weeks
6734 corner, lhf uph seat CAT3, rhf low table, uph CAT1 low support € 13,200 13-15 weeks
6735 corner, lhf uph seat CAT3, rhf low table, uph CAT3 low support € 14,000 13-15 weeks
6712 corner, lhf uph seat CAT1, rhf low table, metal grid tall partition € 10,100 13-15 weeks
6713 corner, lhf uph seat CAT1, rhf low table, larch panel tall partition € 14,800 13-15 weeks
6714 corner, lhf uph seat CAT1, rhf low table, uph CAT1 tall partition € 16,200 13-15 weeks
6715 corner, lhf uph seat CAT1, rhf low table, uph CAT3 tall partition € 17,800 13-15 weeks
6728 corner, lhf uph seat CAT3, rhf low table, metal grid tall partition € 10,800 13-15 weeks
6729 corner, lhf uph seat CAT3, rhf low table, larch panel tall partition € 15,600 13-15 weeks
6730 corner, lhf uph seat CAT3, rhf low table, uph CAT1 tall partition € 17,000 13-15 weeks
6731 corner, lhf uph seat CAT3, rhf low table, uph CAT3 tall partition € 18,600 13-15 weeks

Corner Unit, Right-Hand-Facing Upholstered Seat 
L2500mm × D2500mm × H800mm/H1600mm, SH440mm

6724 corner, rhf uph seat CAT1, lhf low table, metal grid low support € 9,000 13-15 weeks
6725 corner, rhf uph seat CAT1, lhf low table, larch panel low support € 11,700 13-15 weeks
6726 corner, rhf uph seat CAT1, lhf low table, uph CAT1 low support € 12,500 13-15 weeks
6727 corner, rhf uph seat CAT1, lhf low table, uph CAT3 low support € 13,200 13-15 weeks
6740 corner, rhf uph seat CAT3, lhf low table, metal grid low support € 9,700 13-15 weeks
6741 corner, rhf uph seat CAT3, lhf low table, larch panel low support € 12,500 13-15 weeks
6742 corner, rhf uph seat CAT3, lhf low table, uph CAT1 low support € 13,200 13-15 weeks
6743 corner, rhf uph seat CAT3, lhf low table, uph CAT3 low support € 14,000 13-15 weeks
6720 corner, rhf uph seat CAT1, lhf low table, metal grid tall partition € 10,100 13-15 weeks
6721 corner, rhf uph seat CAT1, lhf low table, larch panel tall partition € 14,800 13-15 weeks
6722 corner, rhf uph seat CAT1, lhf low table, uph CAT1 tall partition € 16,200 13-15 weeks
6723 corner, rhf uph seat CAT1, lhf low table, uph CAT3 tall partition € 17,800 13-15 weeks
6736 corner, rhf uph seat CAT3, lhf low table, metal grid tall partition € 10,800 13-15 weeks
6737 corner, rhf uph seat CAT3, lhf low table, larch panel tall partition € 15,600 13-15 weeks
6738 corner, rhf uph seat CAT3, lhf low table, uph CAT1 tall partition € 17,000 13-15 weeks
6739 corner, rhf uph seat CAT3, lhf low table, uph CAT3 tall partition € 18,600 13-15 weeks

GRID
Corner Unit

GRID
Corner Unit

Hallingdal 65 CAT3 6752-6816-6820-6818-7278

L2500 L2500

L2500
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Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

U-Shape Unit, Left-Hand-Facing 
L2500mm × D3000mm × H800mm/H1600mm, SH440mm

6764 u-shape, lhf two uph seats CAT1, rhf low table, metal grid low support € 13,100 13-15 weeks
6765 u-shape, lhf two uph seats CAT1, rhf low table, larch panel low support € 17,300 13-15 weeks
6766 u-shape, lhf two uph seats CAT1, rhf low table, uph CAT1 low support € 18,300 13-15 weeks
6767 u-shape, lhf two uph seats CAT1, rhf low table, uph CAT3 low support € 19,500 13-15 weeks
6780 u-shape, lhf two uph seats CAT3, rhf low table, metal grid low support € 14,700 13-15 weeks
6781 u-shape, lhf two uph seats CAT3, rhf low table, larch panel low support € 18,700 13-15 weeks
6782 u-shape, lhf two uph seats CAT3, rhf low table, uph CAT1 low support € 19,700 13-15 weeks
6783 u-shape, lhf two uph seats CAT3, rhf low table, uph CAT3 low support € 21,000 13-15 weeks
6760 u-shape, lhf two uph seats CAT1, rhf low table, metal grid tall partition € 14,800 13-15 weeks
6761 u-shape, lhf two uph seats CAT1, rhf low table, larch panel tall partition € 21,700 13-15 weeks
6762 u-shape, lhf two uph seats CAT1, rhf low table, uph CAT1 tall partition € 23,900 13-15 weeks
6763 u-shape, lhf two uph seats CAT1, rhf low table, uph CAT3 tall partition € 26,100 13-15 weeks
6776 u-shape, lhf two uph seats CAT3, rhf low table, metal grid tall partition € 16,200 13-15 weeks
6777 u-shape, lhf two uph seats CAT3, rhf low table, larch panel tall partition € 23,200 13-15 weeks
6778 u-shape, lhf two uph seats CAT3, rhf low table, uph CAT1 tall partition € 25,400 13-15 weeks
6779 u-shape, lhf two uph seats CAT3, rhf low table, uph CAT3 tall partition € 27,600 13-15 weeks

U-Shape Unit, Right-Hand-Facing Two Upholstered Seats
L2500mm × D3000mm × H800mm/H1600mm, SH440mm

6772 u-shape, rhf two uph seats CAT1, lhf low table, metal grid low support € 13,100 13-15 weeks
6773 u-shape, rhf two uph seats CAT1, lhf low table, larch panel low support € 17,300 13-15 weeks
6774 u-shape, rhf two uph seats CAT1, lhf low table, uph CAT1 low support € 18,300 13-15 weeks
6775 u-shape, rhf two uph seats CAT1, lhf low table, uph CAT3 low support € 19,500 13-15 weeks
6788 u-shape, rhf two uph seats CAT3, lhf low table, metal grid low support € 14,700 13-15 weeks
6789 u-shape, rhf two uph seats CAT3, lhf low table, larch panel low support € 18,700 13-15 weeks
6790 u-shape, rhf two uph seats CAT3, lhf low table, uph CAT1 low support € 19,700 13-15 weeks
6791 u-shape, rhf two uph seats CAT3, lhf low table, uph CAT3 low support € 21,000 13-15 weeks
6768 u-shape, rhf two uph seats CAT1, lhf low table, metal grid tall partition € 14,800 13-15 weeks
6769 u-shape, rhf two uph seats CAT1, lhf low table, larch panel tall partition € 21,700 13-15 weeks
6770 u-shape, rhf two uph seats CAT1, lhf low table, uph CAT1 tall partition € 23,900 13-15 weeks
6771 u-shape, rhf two uph seats CAT1, lhf low table, uph CAT3 tall partition € 26,100 13-15 weeks
6784 u-shape, rhf two uph seats CAT3, lhf low table, metal grid tall partition € 16,200 13-15 weeks
6785 u-shape, rhf two uph seats CAT3, lhf low table, larch panel tall partition € 23,200 13-15 weeks
6786 u-shape, rhf two uph seats CAT3, lhf low table, uph CAT1 tall partition € 25,400 13-15 weeks
6787 u-shape, rhf two uph seats CAT3, lhf low table, uph CAT3 tall partition € 27,600 13-15 weeks

Note: Bespoke configurations and dimensions available with a design fee and 
additional 4 weeks lead-time. Upholstery Delivery Fee applies.

 

GRID
U–Shape Unit

Hallingdal 65 CAT3 6805-6820-6816-6818

Raas CAT3 6784-6816-6820-6818-6821

L2500

L2500
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Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

U-Shape Unit, Three Upholstered Seats
L2500mm × D3000mm × H800mm/H1600mm, SH440mm

6796 u-shape, three uph seats CAT1, metal grid low support € 14,500 13-15 weeks
6797 u-shape, three uph seats CAT1, larch panel low support € 18,700 13-15 weeks
6798 u-shape, three uph seats CAT1, uph CAT1 low support € 19,900 13-15 weeks
6799 u-shape, three uph seats CAT1, uph CAT3 low support € 21,000 13-15 weeks
6804 u-shape, three uph seats CAT3, metal grid low support € 16,700 13-15 weeks
6805 u-shape, three uph seats CAT3, larch panel low support € 20,900 13-15 weeks
6806 u-shape, three uph seats CAT3, uph CAT1 low support € 22,100 13-15 weeks
6807 u-shape, three uph seats CAT3, uph CAT3 low support € 23,200 13-15 weeks
6792 u-shape, three uph seats CAT1, metal grid tall partition € 16,100 13-15 weeks
6793 u-shape, three uph seats CAT1, larch panel tall partition € 23,100 13-15 weeks
6794 u-shape, three uph seats CAT1, uph CAT1 tall partition € 25,300 13-15 weeks
6795 u-shape, three uph seats CAT1, uph CAT3 tall partition € 27,500 13-15 weeks
6800 u-shape, three uph seats CAT3, metal grid tall partition € 18,300 13-15 weeks
6801 u-shape, three uph seats CAT3, larch panel tall partition € 25,300 13-15 weeks
6802 u-shape, three uph seats CAT3, uph CAT1 tall partition € 27,500 13-15 weeks
6803 u-shape, three uph seats CAT3, uph CAT3 tall partition € 29,700 13-15 weeks

Intergrated Table for U-Shape Unit
L1600mm × D1785mm × H725mm

7534 u-shape, parallel two uph seats CAT1, metal grid low support € 13,100 13-15 weeks
7535 u-shape, parallel two uph seats CAT1, larch panel low support € 17,300 13-15 weeks
7536 u-shape, parallel two uph seats CAT1, uph CAT1 low support € 18,300 13-15 weeks
7537 u-shape, parallel two uph seats CAT1, uph CAT3 low support € 19,500 13-15 weeks
7538 u-shape, parallel two uph seats CAT3, metal grid low support € 14,700 13-15 weeks
7539 u-shape, parallel two uph seats CAT3, larch panel low support € 18,300 13-15 weeks
7540 u-shape, parallel two uph seats CAT3, uph CAT1 low support € 19,700 13-15 weeks
7541 u-shape, parallel two uph seats CAT3, uph CAT3 low support € 21,000 13-15 weeks
7542 u-shape, parallel two uph seats CAT1, metal grid tall partition € 14,800 13-15 weeks
7543 u-shape, parallel two uph seats CAT1, larch panel tall partition € 21,700 13-15 weeks
7544 u-shape, parallel two uph seats CAT1, uph CAT1 tall partition € 23,900 13-15 weeks
7545 u-shape, parallel two uph seats CAT1, uph CAT3 tall partition € 26,100 13-15 weeks
7546 u-shape, parallel two uph seats CAT3, metal grid tall partition € 16,200 13-15 weeks
7547 u-shape, parallel two uph seats CAT3, larch panel tall partition € 23,200 13-15 weeks
7548 u-shape, parallel two uph seats CAT3, uph CAT1 tall partition € 25,400 13-15 weeks
7549 u-shape, parallel two uph seats CAT3, uph CAT3 tall partition € 27,600 13-15 weeks
7270 a-part, L1600 D1785 table for U-shape unit, larch veneer € 1,120 13-15 weeks
7269 a-part, L1600 D1785 table for U-shape unit, hp laminate € 1,120 13-15 weeks

Note: Bespoke configurations and dimensions available with a design fee and 
additional 4 weeks lead-time. Upholstery Delivery Fee applies.

 

GRID
U–Shape Unit

Hallingdal 65 CAT3 6800-7270-6816-6820-6818

Hallingdal 65 CAT3 6806-7270-6816-6816-6820-6818

L2500

L1600
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Code Additional Parts RRP Ex tax Lead Time

6821 a-part, larch work shelf € 1,240 13-15 weeks
7080 a-part, integrated CAT-6 and HDMI data unit € 235 13-15 weeks
6926 a-part, 220/220V, integrated fast charge dual USB unit € 305 13-15 weeks
7472 a-part, 220/220V, UK socket, integrated power unit € 305 13-15 weeks
6925 a-part, 220/220V, EU socket, integrated power unit € 305 13-15 weeks
7471 a-part, 110/120V, integrated fast charge dual USB A+C unit € 305 13-15 weeks
7473 a-part, 110/120V, US socket, integrated power unit € 305 13-15 weeks
7506 a-part, L1240 H310, back and seat pad, uph CAT1 € 720 13-15 weeks
7507 a-part, L1240 H310, back and seat pad, uph CAT3 € 970 13-15 weeks
7508 a-part, L1240 H770, back and seat pad, uph CAT1, metal grid fixings € 945 13-15 weeks
7509 a-part, L1240 H770, back and seat pad, uph CAT1, panel fixings € 945 13-15 weeks
7510 a-part, L1240 H770, back and seat pad, uph CAT3, metal grid fixings € 1,440 13-15 weeks
7511 a-part, L1240 H770, back and seat pad, uph CAT3, panel fixings € 1,440 13-15 weeks
6815 a-part, L2430 H310 full length back pad, uph CAT1 € 895 13-15 weeks
6816 a-part, L2430 H310 full length back pad, uph CAT3     € 1,190 13-15 weeks
7462 a-part, L2430 H770 full length back pad, uph CAT1, metal grid fixings     € 1,170 13-15 weeks
7463 a-part, L2430 H770 full length back pad, uph CAT1, panel fixings      € 1,170 13-15 weeks
7464 a-part, L2430 H770 full length back pad, uph CAT3, metal grid fixings     € 1,790 13-15 weeks
7465 a-part, L2430 H770 full length back pad, uph CAT3, panel fixings     € 1,790 13-15 weeks
6817 a-part, set of three small cushions, uph CAT1 € 755 13-15 weeks
6818 a-part, set of three small cushions, uph CAT3 € 970 13-15 weeks
6819 a-part, set of three mixed size cushions, uph CAT1 € 1,120 13-15 weeks
6820 a-part, set of three mixed size cushions, uph CAT3 € 1,340 13-15 weeks
 

GRID
Additional Parts

Steelcut Trio 3 CAT3 6925-6926-6925-6926 
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GRID 
Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec
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Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

Low Table
L1400mm × D1000mm × H400mm

7273 L1400 D1000 low table, hp laminate € 1,790 13-15 weeks
7274 L1400 D1000 low table, larch veneer € 2,140 13-15 weeks

Desk
L1900mm × D1000mm × H740mm

7285 L1900 D1000 desk, hp laminate € 2,190 13-15 weeks
7286 L1900 D1000 desk, larch veneer € 2,640 13-15 weeks

Note: Upholstery Delivery Fee applies to all GRID orders. 
MOQ 5 applies to all Extension items.

GRID 
Extensions

Hallingdal 65 CAT3 6852-6816-6820-6818-7274

L1400

L1900

7286
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Hallingdal 65 CAT3 6640-6816-6820-6818-7282-72827282 7278

7278

Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

Café Table 
Round: Ø600mm × H725mm 
Sqaure: L600mm × D600mm × H725mm

7277 Ø600 café table, hp laminate € 745 13-15 weeks
7278 Ø600 café table, larch veneer € 840 13-15 weeks
7281 L600 D600 café table, hp laminate € 765 13-15 weeks
7282 L600 D600 café table, larch veneer € 885 13-15 weeks

Note: Upholstery Delivery Fee applies to all GRID orders. 
MOQ 5 applies to all Extension items.

GRID 
Extensions

H725
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GRID 
Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec
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Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

H1600mm × L2000mm × D600mm
tabletop height 920mm

7307 H1600 storage shell only, metal grid € 5,040 10-12 weeks
7308 H1600 storage shell only, larch panel € 6,400 10-12 weeks
7309 H1600 storage shell only, uph CAT1 € 7,100 10-12 weeks
7310 H1600 storage shell only, uph CAT3 € 7,800 10-12 weeks

Note: Upholstery Delivery Fee applies to all GRID orders. 
MOQ 5 applies to all Extension items.

Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

H930mm × L2000mm × D500mm 
H1150mm × L2000mm × D500mm
H1600mm × L2000mm × D500mm 

7295 H930, two shelves spaced H625, hp laminate € 2,440 13-15 weeks
7296 H930, two shelves spaced H625, larch veneer € 3,340 13-15 weeks

7297 H1150, three shelves spaced H400, hp laminate € 2,940 13-15 weeks
7298 H1150, three shelves spaced H400, larch veneer € 3,990 13-15 weeks

7299 H1600, three shelves spaced H625, hp laminate € 3,090 13-15 weeks
7300 H1600, three shelves spaced H625, larch veneer € 4,340 13-15 weeks
7301 H1600, four shelves spaced H400, hp laminate € 3,440 13-15 weeks
7302 H1600, four shelves spaced H400, larch veneer € 5,040 13-15 weeks

Note: Upholstery Delivery Fee applies to all GRID orders. 
MOQ 5 applies to all Extension items.

91

GRID 
Extensions

GRID 
Extensions

H1600H1600H1150H930 H1600

7296 -72967298-7298 7308
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Planum CAT3 7142 – 7254

LUCIO
Sebastian Wrong
The Lucio combines maximum comfort with minimum 
weight to create a super-supportive lounge chair that’s 
easy to move and offers a distinctive, graphic profile.

L675L650

Dimensions:
L650mm × D790mm × H1070mm, 
seat height 420mm, table height 640mm

Lounge:
L675mm × D1030mm × H860mm, 
seat height 420mm, table height 640mm

Materials:
Powder-coated steel (black RAL9005), 
nylon (feet), polyurethane foam, fixed non-
removable upholstery cover, double sided black 
Fenix (table option), solid oak (table option)

Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

7140 L650 w/out arms, COM € 2,090 8-10 weeks
7141 L650 w/out arms, CAT1 € 2,190 8-10 weeks
7214 L650 w/out arms, CAT2 € 2,440 8-10 weeks
7142 L650 w/out arms, CAT3 € 2,640 8-10 weeks
7143 L650 w/out arms, CAT4 € 2,990 8-10 weeks
7216 L650 w/out arms, CAT5 € 3,290 8-10 weeks
7422 L650 w/out arms, CAT8 € 4,040 8-10 weeks

7129 L675 lounge w/out arms, COM € 2,090 8-10 weeks
6848 L675 lounge w/out arms, CAT1 € 2,190 8-10 weeks
6849 L675 lounge w/out arms, CAT2 € 2,440 8-10 weeks
6850 L675 lounge w/out arms, CAT3 € 2,640 8-10 weeks
6851 L675 lounge w/out arms, CAT4 € 2,990 8-10 weeks
6852 L675 lounge w/out arms, CAT5 € 3,290 8-10 weeks
7423 L675 lounge w/out arms, CAT8 € 4,040 8-10 weeks

6854 upcharge, bespoke colour frame
Note: Steel frame available in additional RAL colours upon request. 
Upholstery Delivery Fee applies. Removable upholstery cover upon request.

Additional Parts

7254 a-part, H640 removable swivel side table, black fenix € 520 8-10 weeks
7151 a-part, H640 removable swivel side table, solid oak € 600 8-10 weeks

Note: Table positioned on left-hand side of chair, right-hand side on request. 

Recommended Fabrics
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Uniform Melange CAT4 6851

Lanalux COM 7140 – 7151

Fuse CAT5 6852-7151
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MOLLO
Philippe Malouin
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Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

7157 L1730 armchair, CAT 4 € 7,800 8-10 weeks
5826 L1730 armchair, CAT 5 € 8,400 8-10 weeks

Note: Upholstery Delivery Fee applies.

Dimensions:
L1730mm × D1180mm × H680mm
seat height 440mm

Materials:
Foam, plywood, fixed non-removable 
upholstery cover

MOLLO 
Philippe Malouin
Instantly recognisable, Mollo’s simple, rounded volume is 
formed from plump layers of high density foam, making it 
exceptionally comfortable and inviting for both private and 
social lounging. L1730

Gentle 2 CAT5 5826 Gentle 2 CAT5 5826

Recommended Fabrics
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QUILT
Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec
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Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

6559 L1280 armchair, CAT1 € 5,140 8-10 weeks
7091 L1280 armchair, CAT3 € 6,000 8-10 weeks
6341 L1280 armchair, CAT4 € 6,200 8-10 weeks

6940 L1400 armchair, CAT1 € 5,390 8-10 weeks
7076 L1400 armchair, CAT3 € 6,400 8-10 weeks
5839 L1400 armchair, CAT4 € 6,600 8-10 weeks

6557 L2100 sofa, CAT1 € 7,500 8-10 weeks
7092 L2100 sofa, CAT3 € 10,000 8-10 weeks
5842 L2100 sofa, CAT4 € 10,400 8-10 weeks

Note: Upholstery Delivery Fee applies.

Dimensions:
Armchair: L1280mm × D900mm × H750mm 
seat height 350mm
Armchair: L1400mm × D1200mm × H750mm 
seat height 350mm
Sofa: L2100mm × D1200mm × H750mm 
seat height 350mm

Materials:
Powder-coated steel frame (black RAL9005), glass 
reinforced polyester core, foam inserts, fixed non-
removable upholstery cover, rubber (feet)

QUILT
Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec
The generously-proportioned Quilt seating series by the 
Bouroullecs is covered with honeycomb-like, plump upholstery 
in bright, stretch fabrics for an instant colour hit in both 
residential and contract settings. L1280 L2100L1400

Planum CAT3 7076

Recommended Fabrics
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Planum CAT3 7076Uniform Melange CAT4 6341
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TABLES

BEAM TABLE
Konstantin Grcic
BLOC
Pauline Deltour
TABLE 
Caruso St John
WRONGWOODS,        
TABLE 
Sebastian Wrong
ZERO-IN
Barber & Osgerby
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Konstantin Grcic
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Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

7104 H740, L2400 D100, I-beam base only, black € 4,240 8-10 weeks
7105 H740, L2400 D100, I-beam base only, red oxide € 4,240 8-10 weeks
7106 H740, L3000 D100, I-beam base only, black € 4,390 8-10 weeks
7107 H740, L3000 D100, I-beam base only, red oxide € 4,390 8-10 weeks
7108 H1100, L2400 D100, I-beam base only, black € 4,940 8-10 weeks
7109 H1100, L2400 D100, I-beam base only, red oxide € 4,940 8-10 weeks
7110 H1100, L3000 D100, I-beam base only, black € 5,090 8-10 weeks
7111 H1100, L3000 D100, I-beam base only, red oxide € 5,090 8-10 weeks

7119 L2400 D1000, table top only, hp laminate, black € 1,540 8-10 weeks
7120 L2400 D1000, table top only, Fenix, black € 1,840 8-10 weeks
7121 L2400 D1000, table top only, oak veneer € 2,040 8-10 weeks
7122 L3000 D1000, table top only, hp laminate, black € 1,690 8-10 weeks
7123 L3000 D1000, table top only, Fenix, black € 2,040 8-10 weeks
7124 L3000 D1000, table top only, oak veneer € 2,340 8-10 weeks

Note: Must order one base and one table top each for complete product. 
Bespoke dimensions available with a design fee and additional 4 weeks lead-time. 
Bespoke RAL options available with an upcharge.

Dimensions:
H740mm × L2400 ⁄ 3000mm × D1000mm
H1100mm × L2400 ⁄ 3000mm × D1000mm

Materials:
Powder-coated mild steel, fibreboard, high 
pressure laminate (option), fenix laminate (option), 
matt lacquered oak veneer (option), nylon (feet), 
lockable swivel nylon castors (option)

BEAM TABLE
Konstantin Grcic
Based on an everyday icon—the I-beam girder—the Beam 
Table is designed to last a lifetime. Merging premium 
design with an industrial aesthetic and an undeniably 
strong presence, the table is equally at home in an artisan’s 
workshop, a gallery, a family home or a live-work space.

H1100H740

7111-7124

7107-7123
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Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

7086 a-part, cable management leg gully, black € 270 8-10 weeks
7112 a-part, cable management leg gully, red oxide € 270 8-10 weeks
7084 a-part, cable management outlet € 340 8-10 weeks
7256 a-part, dual hinged flap € 565 8-10 weeks
7085 a-part, combi II power box € 2,040 8-10 weeks
7155 a-part, set of castors, two swivel, two swivel-braked € 165 8-10 weeks

BEAM TABLE
Additional Parts

7112

7085

7256
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BLOC
Pauline Deltour
Treating colour as a material, Bloc side tables are based on the 
idea of recreating a hand-drawn cube, using different tones and 
shades to suggest an optical illusion. Hidden in the plywood 
structure is a drawer with a soft-open mechanism, disguised by 
the block colours of the outer surfaces.

Dimensions:
Small: L640mm × D450mm × H290mm
Square: L850mm × D850mm × H290mm
Long: L1200mm × D450mm × H290mm

Materials:
Birch plywood, high-pressure laminate, black 
stained oak (legs), soft-close drawer movement, 
steel ball bearing nylon castors (option)

Additional Parts

7218 A-Part, set of 4 castors, 2 lockable  € 200 8-10 weeks

Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

7191 L640 with drawer, bright red, burgundy, clay € 1,540 1-3 weeks
7192 L640 with drawer, bottle green, pine green, signal green € 1,540 1-3 weeks
7193 L640 with drawer, grey, burnt orange, pale grey € 1,540 8-10 weeks
7194 L640 with drawer, zinc yellow, signal yellow, pale grey € 1,540 8-10 weeks

 
7196 L850 with drawer, bright red, burgundy, clay € 2,240 8-10 weeks
7197 L850 with drawer, bottle green, pine green, signal green € 2,240 8-10 weeks
7198 L850 with drawer, grey, burnt orange, pale grey € 2,240 8-10 weeks
7199 L850 with drawer, zinc yellow, signal yellow, pale grey € 2,240 1-3 weeks

7201 L1200 with 2 drawers, bright red, burgundy, clay € 2,390 1-3 weeks
7202 L1200 with 2 drawers, bottle green, pine green, signal green € 2,390 8-10 weeks
7203 L1200 with 2 drawers, grey, burnt orange, pale grey € 2,390 1-3 weeks
7204 L1200 with 2 drawers, zinc yellow, signal yellow, pale grey € 2,390 1-3 weeks

L640 L850 L1200

7196

7203, 7191
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Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

5927 L2000 D900, black linoleum € 8,600 8-10 weeks
5929 L2000 D900, glacier white corian € 9,500 8-10 weeks
5931 L2200 D900, black linoleum € 9,400 8-10 weeks
5933 L2200 D900, glacier white corian € 10,300 8-10 weeks
0669 L2400 D900, black linoleum € 9,400 8-10 weeks
0670 L2400 D900, glacier white corian € 10,300 8-10 weeks
0650 L1800 D1800, black linoleum € 11,000 8-10 weeks
0651 L1800 D1800, glacier white corian € 12,900 8-10 weeks

Note: Bespoke table sizes available on request.

Dimensions:
L2000mm × D900mm × H750mm
L2200mm × D900mm × H750mm
L2400mm × D900mm × H750mm
L1800mm × D1800mm × H750mm

Materials:
Spruce lumber triboard, linoleum (option), 
Corian® (option), felt (feet)

TABLE
Caruso St John
Caruso St John’s architecture is known for fine detailing and 
intelligent use of materials, and Table shares those hallmarks, 
with layers of engineered timber creating a design that is both 
familiar and completely new.

0650

L1800 L2000

L2200 L2400

0650
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Dimensions:
L2000mm × D900mm × H765mm

Materials:
Plywood, timber, paint, clear lacquer, felt (feet)

WRONGWOODS, TABLE
Richard Woods & Sebastian Wrong 
The Wrongwoods Table is an easy way to add a contemporary 
art print to any space. Sebastian Wrong’s utilitarian table 
provides an everyday canvas to Richard Woods’ colourful, 
wood-grain block prints in this longstanding collaboration 
between artist and designer.

Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

6267 L2000 D900 table, light grey with dark grey € 3,340 1-3 weeks
6265 L2000 D900 table, white with black € 3,340 1-3 weeks
6266 L2000 D900 table, five colour Palm Springs € 3,840 1-3 weeks

L2000

6267

6266

6266
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Dimensions:
L900mm × D900mm × H350mm

Materials:
Satin-finish polyester moulded compound,  
4mm toughened glass, nylon (feet)

ZERO-IN
Barber & Osgerby
The Zero-In table creates an illusion of weightlessness, with 
seamless sloping walls at unexpected angles topped with 
a glass surface, all supported by hidden feet that create a 
shadow gap below the structure.

Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

1068 L900 black, black tinted glass € 1,340 1-3 weeks
4169 L900 black, transparent glass € 1,340 1-3 weeks
0003 L900 white, transparent glass € 1,340 1-3 weeks

Note: Available until stocks lasts.

1068

L900

0003

1068
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CRATE SERIES
Jasper Morrison
STACK
Raw Edges/Shay Alkalay
WRONGWOODS 
Sebastian Wrong
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Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

0145 The Crate L375 € 250 1-3 weeks
6954 No.1 L700, green hinge € 1,640 1-3 weeks
6955 No.2 L1200, green hinge € 1,740 1-3 weeks
6956 No.3 L1180, green hinge € 1,890 1-3 weeks

Dimensions:
The Crate: L375mm × D175mm × H500mm
No.1: L700mm × D700mm × H420mm
No.2: L1200mm × D360mm × H515mm
No.3: L1180mm × D760mm × H360mm

Materials:
Yellow pine, wax, nylon hinge, felt (feet)

CRATE SERIES 
Jasper Morrison
Emphasising honest materials and usability, Jasper Morrison 
uses a familiar form in idealised proportions to draw attention 
to the possibilities of an undervalued, everyday object with his 
Crate design.

0145

L375 L1200L700 L1180

6955
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STACK
Raw Edges/Shay Alkalay
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1110

Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

1107 H1080 8 drawer, green palette € 5,190 1-3 weeks
1109 H1080 8 drawer, neutral palette € 5,190 1-3 weeks
1108 H1080 8 drawer, red palette € 5,190 1-3 weeks
4900 H1080 8 drawer, blue palette € 5,190 1-3 weeks
1331 H1080 8 drawer SP, wood veneer € 6,100 1-3 weeks
6047 H1080 8 drawer SP, sage palette € 6,800 1-3 weeks
1110 H1780 13 drawer, green palette € 7,800 1-3 weeks
1112 H1780 13 drawer, neutral palette € 7,800 1-3 weeks
1111 H1780 13 drawer, red palette € 7,800 1-3 weeks
4901 H1780 13 drawer, blue palette € 7,800 1-3 weeks
1332 H1780 13 drawer SP, wood veneer € 9,400 1-3 weeks
6052 H1080 13 drawer SP, sage palette € 9,700 1-3 weeks

Dimensions:
8 drawers: H1080mm × L565mm × D615mm
13 drawers: H1780mm × L565mm × D615mm

Materials:
Birch plywood, fibre board, clear lacquer, steel, 
ball bearing movement, soft castors

STACK
Raw Edges/Shay Alkalay
Challenging the conventions of a traditional drawer unit, Stack 
consists of individual, multicoloured drawers that appear 
suspended above one another and open in both directions, 
creating an irregular composition.

1111 4901

H1080 H1780
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1109 6047
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WRONGWOODS
Richard Woods & Sebastian Wrong
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Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

1470 L585 night table, pink with blue € 1,840 1-3 weeks
1060 L585 night table, white with black € 1,840 1-3 weeks
0247 L585 night table, white with green € 1,840 1-3 weeks
0246 L585 night table, yellow with red € 1,840 1-3 weeks

1467 L1090 chest of drawers, pink with blue € 4,690 1-3 weeks
1064 L1090 chest of drawers, white with black € 4,690 1-3 weeks
0249 L1090 chest of drawers, white with green € 4,690 1-3 weeks
0248 L1090 chest of drawers, yellow with red € 4,690 1-3 weeks

6260 L1500 low cabinet, light grey with dark grey € 3,540 1-3 weeks
1468 L1500 low cabinet, pink with blue € 3,540 1-3 weeks
1063 L1500 low cabinet, white with black € 3,540 1-3 weeks
0475 L1500 low cabinet, white with green € 3,540 1-3 weeks
0474 L1500 low cabinet, yellow with red € 3,540 1-3 weeks

6261 L2600 low cabinet, light grey with dark grey € 5,640 1-3 weeks
1469 L2600 low cabinet, pink with blue € 5,640 1-3 weeks
1065 L2600 low cabinet, white with black € 5,640 1-3 weeks
0309 L2600 low cabinet, white with green € 5,640 1-3 weeks
0308 L2600 low cabinet, yellow with red € 5,640 1-3 weeks

Dimensions:
Night table: L585mm × D355mm × H595mm
Chest of drawers: L1090mm × D510mm × H735mm
Low cabinet: L1500mm × D405mm × H645mm
Long low cabinet: L2600mm × D405mm × H645mm

Materials:
Plywood, timber, paint, clear lacquer, felt (feet)

WRONGWOODS
Richard Woods & Sebastian Wrong 
Richard Woods’ strikingly colourful wood-grain block prints are 
applied to Sebastian Wrong’s utilitarian furniture – reminiscent of 
mid-century designs – in this seminal collaboration between 
artist and designer. L1500

L1090L585

L2600

10641060

0249
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0474

1469 1065

0475
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ACCESSORIES

FONT CLOCK
Sebastian Wrong
POUR
Estd Collection
STORE 
Estd Collection
WRONGWOODS, TRAY 
Sebastian Wrong
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Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

0216 G100 small € 495 1-3 weeks
0217 G225 medium € 1,135 1-3 weeks
0218 G270 large € 1,690 1-3 weeks

Note: G100 includes free-standing base or can be wall-mounted.
G225 and G270 to be wall-mounted only. Batteries not included.

Dimensions:
G100: L290mm × D110mm × H140mm, 1.2kg
G225: L420mm × D120mm × H320mm, 2.4kg
G270: L475mm × D160mm × H565mm, 5.0kg

Materials:
White ABS plastic, clearview perspex,  
battery powered

FONT CLOCK
Sebastian Wrong
An instant design icon, Sebastian Wrong’s Font Clock features 
an ever-changing display that uses twelve different type faces 
and a flip mechanism in a design that is both nostalgic and 
contemporary.

0216, 0217, 0218

G100 G225 G270

Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

1804 300ml, half pint € 165 1-3 weeks
1805 580ml, pint € 190 1-3 weeks
1806 750ml, wine bottle € 225 1-3 weeks

Dimensions:
300ml half pint: Ø75mm × H125mm
580ml pint: Ø95mm × H155mm
750ml wine bottle: Ø100mm × H170mm

Materials:
Hand-crafted polished pewter

POUR 
Estd Collection
Hand cut, rolled, soldered and polished from solid pewter 
sheets, pour is constructed from two intersecting cones and 
inspired by the style of old oil cans. A simple, collectible classic.

1804, 1805

300 580 750
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Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

1487 H140 Ø140 gloss natural white, matt white base € 105 14-16 weeks
1485 H140 Ø140 gloss yellow, white matt base € 105 14-16 weeks
1486 H140 Ø140 matt black, gloss black base € 105 1-3 weeks

1491 H175 Ø140 gloss natural white, matt white base € 120 1-3 weeks
1489 H175 Ø140 gloss yellow, matt white base € 120 1-3 weeks
1490 H175 Ø140 matt black, gloss black base € 120 1-3 weeks

1503 H210 Ø140 gloss natural white, matt white base € 120 14-16 weeks
1501 H210 Ø140 gloss yellow, matt white base € 120 1-3 weeks
1502 H210 Ø140 matt black, gloss black base € 120 1-3 weeks

1499 H180 Ø215 gloss natural white, matt white base € 130 1-3 weeks
1497 H180 Ø215 gloss yellow, matt white base € 130 1-3 weeks
1498 H180 Ø215 matt black, gloss black base € 130 1-3 weeks

Dimensions:
H140mm × Ø140mm
H175mm × Ø140mm 
H210mm × Ø140mm 
H180mm × Ø215mm

Materials:
Matt and gloss glazed ceramic, cork lid,  
silicone seal

STORE 
Estd Collection
These space-capsule shaped jars provide a fitting home for 
the most out-of-this-world treasures in a variety of sizes and  
a subtle colour palette, paired with gloss and matt glazes.

H140 H175H175 H210 H180

1487, 1491, 1503, 1499

1485, 1497, 1501, 1489
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Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

4410 L440 tray, four colour candyman € 200 1-3 weeks
4409 L440 tray, white with black € 200 1-3 weeks

Dimensions:
L440mm × D330mm × H70mm

Materials:
Plywood, timber, paint, clear lacquer

WRONGWOODS, TRAY
Richard Woods & Sebastian Wrong 
Richard Woods’ colourful, wood-grain block prints have 
become an icon of contemporary design thanks to this enduring 
collaboration with Sebastian Wrong. Add a touch of character to 
any space with a Wrongwoods Tray.

4410, 4409

D330

4410
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Intelligent and diverse products born 
out of multiple creative disciplines and 
dialogues. Acquired by international 
collectors and selected for use in 
luxury interiors and galleries around 
the world, these rare designs 
leave a powerful impression.

€ EUR – Excluding Tax
Effective from 1st May 2022
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DRIFT
DRIFT CONCRETE
DRIFT IN, DRIFT OUT

AMANDA 
LEVETE
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DRIFT
The Drift bench is a masterclass in complex curves, angles 
and subtracted spaces. Informed by a piece of found 
driftwood Amanda Levete translated her organic, highly 
sensual, architectural language into a condensed form.

Fibreglass Bench
2006

Sophisticated engineering software was used 
to carve the Drift’s architectural form. Moulded 
in glass reinforced polyester fibreglass, up to 
eight spray-coats of automotive 2K polyurethane 
lacquer are applied to provide a flawless finish. 
Bespoke pantone colours are available. 

L288 × D87 × H42 cm, seat depth 42 cm 

Amanda Levete

British Architect

Born 1955

Celebrated for her innovative structures, unique 
application of construction materials and 
courageous architectural schemes, Amanda 
Levete – founder and principal of architecture 
studio AL_A – has established a particularly 
impressive reputation as one of Britain’s leading 
creatives. A recipient of the Royal Institute of 
British Architects’ Stirling Prize, one of the 
UK’s highest architectural honours, her recent 
commissions include the celebrated expansion of 
the Victoria and Albert Museum in London, and a 
1.5 million square foot luxury shopping mall and 
hotel in Bangkok.

Levete trained at the Architectural Association 
and worked for the British architect Richard 
Rogers before joining Future Systems 
as a partner in 1989, where she realised 
groundbreaking buildings including the Media 
Centre at Lord’s Cricket Ground and Selfridges 
department store in Birmingham.

Amanda is a trustee of leading social innovation 
centre The Young Foundation and has served as 
a trustee of influential arts organisation Artangel 
for over a decade. She is a regular radio and TV 
broadcaster, writes for a number of publications, 
including the New Statesman and Prospect, and 
lectures worldwide.

€ 28,400 satin black or white
€ 29,900 high-gloss white
€ 31,400 high-gloss black
RRP Price Excluding Tax
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DRIFT IN, DRIFT OUT
A natural evolution of the Drift bench into smaller, modular 
pieces, these curved two-seater benches can be used 
individually or grouped together in numerous configurations.

Fibreglass Bench
2007

Sophisticated engineering software was used 
to carve the Drift-In, Drift-Out’s architectural form. 
Moulded in glass reinforced polyester fibreglass, up 
to eight spray-coats of automotive 2K polyurethane 
lacquer are applied to provide a flawless finish. 
Bespoke pantone colours are available.

L139 × D59 × H40 cm, seat depth 40 cm

DRIFT CONCRETE
It’s hard to find a more futuristic looking form. Designed 
to last, the concrete Drift bench is a timeless masterpiece. 
Whether placed in a bank lobby, public square, botanical 
greenhouse or English country garden this bench provides a 
sculptural focal point. Made from very fine sand and cement 
with a crushed limestone fleck the smooth surface is expertly 
cast by an artisan sculpture studio.

Concrete Bench
2006

Sophisticated engineering software was used to 
carve the Drift’s architectural form. Moulded in 
construction grade reinforced C40 concrete, the 
finish is enhanced with crushed white limestone 
and a surface sealant enables outdoor use. 

L288 × D87 × H42 cm, seat depth 42 cm 

€ 13,200 concrete
RRP Price Excluding Tax € 12,900 satin black or white

€ 16,600 high-gloss white
€ 17,500 high-gloss black
RRP Price Excluding Tax
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TUDOR CHAIR
Each of these regal dining chairs by Jaime Hayon has its own 
finish and personality, referencing a rich episode in British 
history with detailed leather stitching featuring a pattern that 
has been in use since the 1500s.

Upholstered Chair
2008

A leather foam-filled seat provides excellent 
comfort and durability and is embellished with a 
historic stitch detail. The luxurious Tudor Chair 
has chrome or gold metallic plated steel legs and 
its seamless composite and steel components 
match the upholstery colour.

Without arms: L465mm × D580mm × H860mm
With arms: L580mm × D580mm × H860mm
seat height 440mm

Jaime Hayon

Spanish Artist-Designer

Born 1974

Jaime Hayon has had a long and illustrious 
career. After training as an industrial designer in 
Madrid and Paris he joined Fabrica – Benetton 
Group’s communication research centre – in 
1997, where he directed the design department 
until 2003.

Jaime established his own studio in 2000 and 
now runs offices in Spain, Japan and Italy, 
pursuing a range of eclectic projects that include 
product design, interior design, curatorial roles 
and artistic installations. Known for injecting 
humour and colour into his designs, his boldness 
has helped his work transcend the boundaries 
of the art and design worlds. Hayon’s esteem for 
and knowledge of artisan skills has allowed him 
to push the boundaries of many mediums and 
functions. His work has been widely exhibited at 
some of the world’s best galleries and art fairs, 
and Times magazine named him as one of the 
world’s 100 leading creators.

without arms
€ 2,440 chrome, black leather, diamond
€ 2,440 chrome, black leather, leaf
€ 2,990 gold, white leather, diamond
€ 2,990 gold, white leather, leaf

with arms
€ 3,140 chrome, black leather, diamond
€ 3,140 chrome, black leather, leaf
€ 3,690 gold, white leather, diamond
€ 3,690 gold, white leather, leaf
RRP Price Excluding Tax
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UDUKURI
Jo Nagasaka’s Udukuri is named after the Japanese hand-
carving technique used on the Douglas Fir tabletop, which 
is then covered with bright epoxy resin, to create a strikingly 
different approach to a minimal design. When light hits the resin 
table top the coloured pigment appears to glow enhancing the 
polished surface which has a liquid reflective quality. Epoxy Resin Table

2012

Mounted on a solid ash wood base the 
impressive Udukuri table-top is made from two 
hand-carved solid douglas fir timbers encased in 
industrial expoxy resin. The high-gloss, almost 
liquid finish, is scratch resistant and tinted with 
UV stable colour pigment. 

L240 × D100 × H73 cm
L268 × D100 × H73 cm

Jo Nagasaka

Japanese Designer

Born 1971

Born in Osaka, Jo Nagasaka studied architecture 
at the Tokyo National University of Fine arts 
before founding his practice Schemata Architects 
in Japan’s capital in 1998.

His work ranges from individual products to 
large-scale installations, interactive interiors 
and entire buildings, and is characterised 
by an interest in bringing new life into old 
objects and ideas with modern solutions and 
techniques. Examples include the Sayama Flat, 
a groundbreaking renovation project in a post-war 
apartment block in Sayama-shi, and the Happa 
Hotel, an exhibition that temporarily turned a 
building of disused offices and galleries into a 
new type of hotel, with a workshop, bookstore, 
and cafe. Both showcased Nagasaka’s ability 
to repurpose and breathe new life into unloved 
spaces and objects. Recent projects have 
included the conversion of a Tokyo factory into 
an artist’s studio with an indoor garden, and a 
fashion boutique with an interior that is entirely 
visible from the street.

L240

€ 18,400 midnight black, ocean green, 
ruby red, turqoise
L268

€ 21,200 midnight black, ocean green, 
ruby red, turqoise

RRP Price Excluding Tax
Note: Bespoke table sizes and heights can be 
quoted on request
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CAPE
A sofa with its own style, Konstantin Grcic’s unique Cape 
design can transform to suit the seasons with a simple 
change of its customisable cover. Available in bespoke 
fabrics and over 100 trim and tape colours the Cape is an 
ingenious way to draw attention to a special textile or subtly 
link a dramatic colour with a bright edge tape. Upholstered Sofa

2011

Underneath this highly adaptable sofa is a timber 
frame and foam core base with a non-removable 
upholstery cover. The upholstery over-cover, 
with contrasting stitch and tape details, is 
interchangeable and has been designed to drape 
at the arms in broad folds. 

L200 × D90 × H68 cm, seat height 40 cm

upholstered sofa
€ 8,900 Divina 3
€ 9,400 Divina MD
€ 9,700 Twill Weave

additional over over
€2,540 Divina 3
€ 3,040 Divina MD
€ 3,540 Twill Weave
RRP Price Excluding Tax
Note: Contrasting trim colour chart by request.

Konstantin Grcic

German Designer

Born 1965

Konstantin Grcic trained as a cabinet maker at 
The John Makepeace school before completing 
his MA in Industrial Design at the Royal College 
of Art in London.

In 1991 he set up his own practice Konstantin 
Grcic Industrial Design (KGID) in Munich. Since 
2018 the office has established its permanent 
base in Berlin. Known for pared-down pieces, 
Grcic is often called a minimalist but the designer 
himself prefers to speak of simplicity. His designs 
are characterised by careful research and a 
passion for technology and materials. Many 
KGID designs have received international design 
awards and are also a part of the permanent 
collections at MoMA in New York, Paris’ Centre 
Georges Pompidou and Die Neue Sammlung, 
Munich. He has received an array of international 
design awards, such as the prestigious 
Compasso d’Oro for his Mayday lamp in 2001, 
the Myto chair in 2011 and the OK lamp in 2016. 
In 2010 he was named Designer of the Year by 
Design Miami and in 2016 he was awarded the 
Personality distinction for his achievements by 
the German Design Council.

Recommended Fabrics
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WALL TO WALL
Shay Alkalay and Yael Mer have re-imagined the parquet floor 
by colour-staining individual oak blocks, which are then used 
to create a herringbone pattern that is unique every time and 
can be tailored to specific spaces. By taking a time-honoured 
floor typle and twisting the core element of it they have 
developed a highly characteristic mosaic design. Coloured Herringbone Parquet Floor

2009

Wall to Wall parquet flooring is made from colour-
stained solid natural oak blocks. Use our 2D 
planning tool to create unique patterns by adding 
accent colour blocks to a tonal background. 

1m2, 78 blocks 
L25 × D6 × H2.1 cm

Raw Edges

Israeli Born, London Based Designers

Born 1976

Design duo Shay Alkalay and Yael Mer set up Raw 
Edges, a London-based design studio, after both 
graduating with a Masters in Product Design from 
the Royal College of Art.

Yael’s main focus includes turning two 
dimensional sheet materials into curvaceous 
functional forms, whereas Shay is fascinated by 
how things move, function and react. Alkalay 
and Mer have received several highly respected 
awards including The British Council Talented 
Award, iF, Wallpaper* Design Award 2009, Elle 
Decoration International Design Award in 2009 
and the 2009 Designer of the Future Award from 
Design Miami Basel. In recent projects Endgrain 
and Herringbones, the duo have experimented 
with colour, using the grain of the wood to carry 
the dye through the timber. In 2015 the Stack-Up 
Series used many different materials, textures and 
colours to present new unique bespoke editions 
of the design. Alkalay’s Stack is included in the 
permanent collection of MoMA in New York.

tonal background
€ 435 natural oak

air palette, blue, mix of three hues
sand palette, beige, mix of three hues
stone palette, grey, mix of three hues
accent brick

€ 435 bordeaux red, candy pink,
dark green, dark grey, dark pink,
dark purple, fuchsia pink,
grass green, light green, off white,
orange or yelow

RRP Price Excluding Tax
Note: Project handling fee of £2,500 Net applicble 
to each order, minimum quantity per colour 1m2, , 
10-15% approximate wastage should be factored in
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SURFACE CHAIR
With an almost impossibly thin profile, the Surface Chair 
is made from carbon fibre, using cutting-edge technology 
developed by Formula 1 racing engineers to create a seat 
with perfect proportions and seamless surfaces. Defining the 
ultramodern aesthetic it is hard to see how the design could 
be surpassed as the purest, most refined archetype. Carbon-Fibre Chair

2009

This complex piece of design engineering is 
made entirely from carbon fibre. The woven 
carbon fibre seat and back blend seamlessly into 
black lacquered carbon fibre legs. A protective 
automotive 2K polyurethane lacquer provides a 
strong high-gloss finish.

L47 × D50 × H80 cm, seat depth 44 cm

Terence Woodgate/
John Barnard

British Designers

Born 1953/1946

A modernist at heart, Terence Woodgate 
is known for his simple, thoughtful and 
understated designs. Woodgate works from 
his studio in the UK where he continues to 
seek ways to distill the essentials of design.

In 2003 Terence was elected a Royal Designer 
for Industry (RDI). He has received prestigious 
international design industry awards including 
the German Red Dot ‘Best of the best’ 
award and the IF ecology award. In the UK 
he has won the Observer⁄ Elle Decoration 
design award for furniture and a Wallpaper* 
design award. Examples of his work are held 
in the permanent collections of the Museu 
de les Arts Decoratives, Barcelona and 
the Victoria & Albert Museum, London.

John Barnard is one of the most innovative 
racing car design engineers of his generation. 
Uniquely he has been technical director⁄ chief 
designer at both Ferrari and McLaren.

Barnard’s first experience in the limelight 
came when his Chaparral 2K chassis won the 
prestigious Indianapolis 500. He pioneered and 
built the world’s first carbon fibre monocoque, 
winning three consecutive Formula One world 
championships for McLaren. Uniquely he 
has been technical director⁄ chief designer 
at both Ferrari and McLaren. Headhunted by 
Ferrari he pioneered for them the first hydro 
electronic gearbox, a system that is now used 
by all Formula One teams. His system of 
using paddles on the steering wheel and an 
automatic clutch has now migrated to road cars. 
Asked to re-join Ferrari in 1992 he designed 
and built Ferraris in the UK from 1993-1997. 
His Ferrari 641, one of the most beautiful 
Ferrari racing cars, is in the MoMA, New York 
permanent collection. His influence can be 
seen in every single car on the grid today.

Price Available on Request
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SURFACE TABLE
Bringing together the best of furniture and Formula 1 racing 
car design, the super-slim 2mm edge and long span of the 
Surface Table is made possible by cutting-edge engineering 
and carbon fibre composite materials. A true engineering 
accomplishment, the incredible SURFACE TABLE uses state-
of-the-art auto-sport technology to exploit the inherent rigidity 
and strength of carbon fibre. The 2mm thick edge and long 
span defies the eye with its improbable lightness and solidity. 
Radius corners, round legs, domed feet and rounded edges 
accentuate the slimness and seamlessness of the design 
architect’s John Pawson’s work by Alison Morris.

Carbon-Fibre Table
2008

The table’s incredible strength comes from 
multiple plys of unidirectional carbon fibre. 
The black lacquered steel legs are precision 
engineered and if necessary can be unscrewed 
for shipment. A protective automotive 2K 
polyurethane lacquer provides a strong scratch 
resistant finish. The high-gloss finish is 
recommended as automotive polishes return 
the finish to as new.

Dining Table: L240/L300 × D100 × H72 cm

L240 dining table
€ 62,700 high-gloss or matt laquer tabletop

L300 dining table
€ 73,900 high-gloss or matt laquer tabletop
RRP Price Excluding Tax
Note: Bespoke table sizes and heights can be 
quoted on request

L240 L300
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AQUA TABLE
NEKTON

ZAHA 
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AQUA TABLE
An impressive centrepiece by the late, great Zaha Hadid, 
the glossy surfaces of the Aqua Table inspire curiosity with 
irregular fin-like legs that are expressed as indents in the 
gently undulating, fluid tabletop. The three fin-like legs of the 
Aqua Table appear to be in motion and register as gradients 
on the gently undulating tabletop. Eight coats of high-gloss 
automotive paint are applied and polished by hand to make 
a striking surface capable of reflecting light in flowing pools 
and waves. This design is challenging, daring and the work 
of one of the greatest talents the contemporary design 
industry has known.

Fibreglass Table
2005

Pioneering architectural software was used by 
Zaha Hadid to sculpt the Aqua Table’s unique 
flowing form. Moulded in glass reinforced 
polyester fibreglass, up to eight spray-coats of 
automotive 2K polyurethane lacquer are applied 
to provide a flawless finish. 

L305 × D135 × H76 cm

Zaha Hadid

British-Iraqi Architect

1950–2016

Zaha Hadid was the first woman to be awarded 
the distinguished Pritzker Architecture Prize in 
2004 and is internationally known for her built, 
theoretical and academic work. Her recognisable 
and remarkable style is characterized by 
fragmented geometry and bold fluid forms.

Hadid’s outstanding contribution to the 
architectural profession has been a knowledged 
by the world’s most respected institutions. In 
2010 and 2011, her designs were awarded the 
Stirling Prize – one of architecture’s highest 
accolades – by the Royal Institute of British 
Architects. In 2010, UNESCO also gave Hadid 
the title of Artist for Peace, while the Republic of 
France honoured her with the Commandeur de 
l’Ordre des Arts et des Lettres. TIME Magazine 
has included her in their list of the 100 Most 
Influential People in the World, and in 2012, Zaha 
Hadid was made a Dame Commander of the 
Order of the British Empire by Queen Elizabeth II. 
Her legacy continues through the many projects 
in constrution and in the extraordinary talents 
of the Zaha Hadid Architects team, which is still 
based in London, where Hadid lived and studied.

€ 38,700 satin-matt, black, white
€ 39,900 high-gloss, white
€ 44,700 high-gloss, black
RRP Price Excluding Tax
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NEKTON
Curvaceous and tactile, the combined Nekton form splits 
into four distinctive sculptural seats. Scattered through a 
space or grouped in clusters, this design provides a flexible, 
unified seating landscape. The recognisably flowing aesthetic 
of world-renowned architect and designer Zaha Hadid is 
expressed in the connected shapes and surfaces. Most at 
home in the contemplative environment of museums and art 
galleries it is also an ideal installation piece for large entrance 
halls and viewing platforms.

Fibreglass set of 4 stools
2007

Pioneering architectural software was used by 
Zaha Hadid to sculpt the Nekton stool’s set of 
integrated forms. Moulded in glass reinforced 
polyester fibreglass, up to eight spray-coats of 
automotive 2K polyurethane lacquer are applied 
to provide a flawless finish.

L87 × D50 × H51 cm
L102 × D72 × H52 cm 
L103 × D63 × H50 cm
L112 × D90 × H50 cm

Set of four stools
€ 27,300 satin-matt, black, white
€ 31,300 high-gloss, white
€ 33,300 high-gloss, black
RRP Price Excluding Tax
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BIOGRAPHIES

ALEXANDER TAYLOR
BRITISH DESIGNER
BORN 1975

Alexander Taylor is one the UK’s leading design innovators. After 
establishing his studio in 2002, the young designer was quickly 
catapulted onto the international stage with the launch of the Antlers 
coat hook, which won multiple awards. This was followed by the 
Fold light – a small lamp created from a single sheet of folded metal 
– for Established & Sons’ debut line in 2005, which has since been 
acquired by museums including the MoMA, New York and the Art 
Institute of Chicago. His natural curiosity for new manufacturing 
techniques attracted sports brand Adidas, a collaboration which led 
to the invention of Primeknit, the brand’s first knitted single-piece 
upper. Taylor continues to work as a creative consultant for Adidas 
and has also produced private commissions for David Gill Gallery and 
the late Alexander McQueen.

BARBER & OSGERBY 
BRITISH DESIGNERS
BORN 1969/1969

Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby founded their London studio in 1996 
after graduating with Master’s in Architecture from the prestigious 
Royal College of Art in London. Their diverse body of work spans 
industrial design, furniture, lighting and site-specific installations, 
as well as gallery and public commissions such as the London 
2012 Olympic Torch and projects for the Royal Mint. Barber and 
Osgerby’s work is held in permanent museum collections around 
the world including London’s V&A Museum and Design Museum, 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York and the Art Institute of 
Chicago. In 2007 they were awarded Royal Designers for Industry by 
the Royal Society of Arts and in 2013 the duo were each awarded 
an OBE for their services to the design industry. Both hold honorary 
doctorates of art and lecture internationally. A definitive monograph of 
their work to date, titled Projects, has just been published. 

CARUSO ST JOHN
CANADIAN BRITISH/ BRITISH  
ARCHITECTS BORN 1962/1959

Refined details and carefully chosen materials are hallmarks of Caruso 
St John’s thoughtful approach to architecture. Founded by Adam Caruso 
and Peter St John in 1990, the practice began its rise to international 
prominence with the New Art Gallery in Walsall in 2000. It has completed 
a string of award-winning arts spaces, including the Newport Street 
Gallery for Damien Hirst in London, which won the 2016 Stirling Prize – 
the UK’s highest accolade for a building – the Centre of Contemporary 
Art in Nottingham and the restructuring and extension of London’s V&A 
Museum of Childhood. Caruso St John was appointed architect for Tate 
Britain in 2007, recently completing the museum’s acclaimed renovation 
of the existing galleries and public spaces, and has designed a series of 
galleries for the Gagosian in London, Paris, Hong Kong, and Rome. In 2011 
Adam Caruso was appointed Professor of Architecture and Construction 
at the ETH Zurich. Peter St John is currently an external examiner at the 
Scott Sutherland School of Architecture in Aberdeen and Cardiff School 
of Architecture and a visiting professor at London Metropolitan University.

FRANK
BRITISH DESIGNERS
BORN 1974/1974

Frank was founded by personal and professional partners Paw West 
and Matt Edmonds. Aberdeen native West and Mancunian Edmonds 
met while they were both studying furniture design at what is now 
Buckinghamshire New University. Graduating from their master’s 
degrees a year apart in 1996 and 1997, the duo had not originally 
planned to work together, but the creative union evolved out of their 
natural working process. They established the Frank studio in London 
in 2001. Influenced by industrial infrastructures – such as motorways 
and shipping – and Italian product design, Frank’s approach is 
simultaneously pragmatic, imaginative and complex. The duo believe 
that each project defines its own method of creating, with unique 
outcomes.

JASPER MORRISON
BRITISH DESIGNER
BORN 1959

Jasper Morrison is known for his intellectual approach to the design 
and appreciation of “normal” objects and his deceptively simple, 
original and contemporary aesthetic. Morrison launched his first 
studio in London in 1986 after studying at Kingston University and 
the Royal College of Art and rapidly established himself internationally 
with installations at the Documenta art exhibition in 1987 and at the 
DAAD Gallery during the Berlin Design Werkstadt in 1988. He has 
since been invited to design everything from trams to tableware, and 
his work is among the collections of the world’s leading museums. 
Morrison’s interest in archetypal objects led to a partnership with 
Japanese designer Naoto Fukasawa in 2006 on the seminal Super 
Normal exhibition and the accompanying manifesto – the first of a 
number of publications celebrating everyday objects. His retrospective 
exhibition, Thingness, opened at the Grand-Hornu in Belgium in 
2015 and is currently touring Europe. Morrison now divides his time 
between studios in Paris, Tokyo and London.

KLAUSER & CARPENTER
GERMAN/BRITISH DESIGNERS
BORN 1972/1975

André Klauser and Ed Carpenter first met whilst studying on the 
Design Products course at the Royal College of Art in 2000. Both 
found success and launched their own practices immediately 
after graduating, with Carpenter’s 2001 Pigeon Light becoming an 
unexpected icon and enduring bestseller in design and museum 
shops around the world. After a series of successful collaborations, 
they formed Klauser & Carpenter, working with Established & Sons 
and other pioneering manufacturers internationally. They are both 
directors of design at production company Very Good & Proper, with 
the motto ‘measure twice, cut once’. Klauser has also been a tutor 
on the influential Design Products course at the Royal College of Art.

DIMITRI BÄHLER
SWISS DESIGNER
BORN 1988

Swiss designer Dimitri Bähler launched his own studio in Biel in 2014 
and has since been nominated for two Swiss Design Awards, directed 
a string of workshops and produced pieces for some of the world’s 
most adventurous design brands. He studied product design at ECAL 
in Switzerland and at Design Academy Eindhoven in The Netherlands, 
before moving back to the area he grew up in to launch his practice. 
Bähler describes his approach as spontaneous, radical and poetic, 
but with a foundation in substantial material and structural research. In 
2016, his experimental ceramics collection VPTC – created to explore 
the relationship between volumes, patterns, textures and colours by 
using both digital and traditional tools – was named as the grand prize 
winner at Biennale Interieur, the respected design biennial in Kortrijk, 
Belgium.  

FEDERICO GREGORUTTI
ITALIAN DESIGNER
BORN 1968

Italian designer Federico Gregorutti started his independent work as 
a scenographer in 1990, producing wall paintings in public spaces, 
discos, and private villas. In 2000, Gregorutti extended his creative 
and technical interests and began working as an industrial designer. 
Since 2009, he has been a vital part of the Established & Sons team 
as production manager and continues to design and experiment with a 
range of processes and new materials.

KONSTANTIN GRCIC
GERMAN DESIGNER
BORN 1965

Konstantin Grcic trained as a cabinet maker at The John 
Makepeace school before completing his MA in Industrial Design at 
the Royal College of Art in London. In 1991 he set up his own practice 
Konstantin Grcic Industrial Design (KGID) in Munich. 
Since 2018 the office has established its permanent base in Berlin.
Known for pared-down pieces, Grcic is often called a minimalist but 
the designer himself prefers to speak of simplicity. His designs are 
characterised by careful research and a passion for technology and 
materials. Many KGID designs have received international design 
awards and are also a part of the permanent collections at MoMA in 
New York, Paris’ Centre Georges Pompidou and Die Neue Sammlung, 
Munich. He has received an array of international design awards, such 
as the prestigious Compasso d’Oro for his Mayday lamp in 2001, the 
Myto chair in 2011 and the OK lamp in 2016. In 2010 he was named 
Designer of the Year by Design Miami and in 2016 he was awarded 
the Personality distinction for his achievements by the German Design 
Council.

MAURO PASQUINELLI
ITALIAN DESIGNER
BORN 1937

Mauro Pasquinelli had his first taste of furniture making as a child 
in the workshop of his carpenter father. After graduating from the 
Florence Art Institute in 1951, he won a series of awards, quickly
establishing himself as a significant talent during a period when the 
Italian design industry was becoming a world leader. Designing more 
than 50 successful chairs, he became a staple name in the ‘Triangle 
of the Chair’, an area of north-eastern Italy near the city of Udine 
re-sponsible for the design and manufacturing of a huge swathe of 
the world’s most successful wood-en seating products. His pieces 
have regularly featured in exhibitions across Italy and further afield in 
Cologne, Chicago and Ljubljana. Now in his 80s, he is still designing 
in Scandicci, and his work is being revisited outside Italy through his 
collaboration with Established & Sons. 
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NAO TAMURA
JAPANESE DESIGNER
BORN 1976

Born in Japan to an industrial designer father and an interior designer 
mother, she grew up creating handmade gifts for her family. Described 
as ‘a designer in the most modern terms’, Tamura originally studied 
communication design but her work today is extremely varied, taking 
in conceptual art, lighting, product and graphic design, among others. 
She draws inspiration from an evolving mixture of cultures, disciplines 
and concepts, resulting in beautiful and gently emotive solutions for a 
wide range of contemporary scenarios. Tamura moved to New York in 
2010 and is now based in Brooklyn. She has exhibited at the Palais de 
Tokyo museum in Paris, as well as Milan Design Week, Design Miami 
and Tokyo Designer’s Week and has won a number of accolades, 
including a Good Design award from The Chicago Athenaeum Museum 
of Architecture and Design and the ADI Compasso d’Oro International 
Award. 

PAULINE DELTOUR
FRENCH DESIGNER
BORN 1983

French designer Pauline Deltour founded her eponymous studio in 
Paris in 2010. Working at a wide range of scales, from furniture to 
public spaces, her creations blur the boundaries between design and 
art. Deltour describes her aesthetic as both severe and delicate – a 
reflection of her own personality. Deltour studied applied arts at l’École 
Nationale Supérieure des Arts Appliqués et des Métiers d’Art and 
Industrial Design at the Ecole National Supérieur des Arts Decoratifs. 
Prior to launching her own studio, she relocated to Munich, Germany, 
for four years to work with designer Konstantin Grcic, where she was 
both a designer and project leader. As well as her own practice, Deltour 
regularly collaborates with Gwenaëlle Girard as EN BANDE ORGANISÉE 
to work on architectural projects. Her Fine Bluetooth Speaker for Lexon 
received a Red Dot Design Award and she was named as one of 
Wallpaper* magazine’s Top 20 Under 40 in 2015.

PHILIPPE MALOUIN
CANADIAN DESIGNER
BORN 1982

Canadian designer Philippe Malouin lives and works in London, 
where he founded his own design practice in 2009 and is the director of 
architectural and interiors studio POST-OFFICE. He holds a bachelor’s 
degree in design from radical Dutch school Design Academy 
Eindhoven, and also studied at the École Nationale Supérieure de 
Création Industrielle in Paris and University of Montreal. In London, he 
worked for leading British designer Tom Dixon before establishing his 
own studio. Malouin’s diverse portfolio includes tables, rugs, chairs, 
lights, art objects and installations. His recent accolades include W 
Hotels’ Designer of the Future Award, the Wallpaper* Best Use of 
Material Award and Wallpaper* Designer of the Year 2018 Award.

RONAN & ERWAN BOUROULLEC
FRENCH DESIGNERS
BORN 1971/1976

Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec have been working together for over 15 
years, bonded by diligence and challenged by their distinct personalities. 
From designing spaces to furniture, taking on architectural projects 
to designing textile wall systems or comprehensive collections, the 
brothers maintain drawing and experimental activity as essential to the 
development of their work.  Exhibitions of their work have been held 
at London’s Design Museum, the Museum of Contemporary Art in Los 
Angeles, the Vitra Design Museum, Centre Pompidou Metz in Paris, the 
Museum of Contemporary Art in Chicago and the Arts Décoratifs, Paris. 
Awarded Honorary Royal Designer for Industry in 2015 their designs are 
part of select international museums’ permanent collections, including 
the Musée National d’Art Moderne, Centre Pompidou and the Musée 
des Arts Décoratifs in Paris, New York’s MoMA, the Art Institute of 
Chicago, the Design Museum in London, and the Museum Boijmans 
van Beuningen in Rotterdam. Drawing, published by JRP Ringier in 
2012, provides a unique insight into Ronan & Erwan’s design practice 
containing more than 850 drawings made between 2005 and 2012. 

SABINE MARCELIS
DUTCH DESIGNER
BORN 1985

Known for her experimentation with colour and materials, Sabine 
Marcelis founded her studio in Rotterdam after graduating from Design 
Academy Eindhoven in 2011. Originally from New Zealand, Marcelis 
studied Industrial Design at the Victoria University of Wellington before 
moving to The Netherlands. Recently named as Wallpaper* magazine’s 
Designer of the Year 2020, her work spans product, installation and 
spatial design, focusing on purity of form to highlight the properties 
of the materials she works with. In 2019 she was awarded the 
Newcomer of the Year Design Prize and named Young Designer of the 
Year at the Elle Deco International Design Awards. Her list of clients 
and collaborators includes fashion houses Celine, Givenchy and Dior 
as well as architects OMA and MVRDV. Her designs are included in 
the permanent collections of Museums Boijmans van Beunigen and 
Centraal Museum Utrecht in The Netherlands, as well as the National 
Gallery of Victoria in Australia.

SEBASTIAN WRONG
BRITISH DESIGNER
BORN 1971

Design Director of Established & Sons and an award-winning product 
designer, London-born Sebastian Wrong has more than 18 years of 
experience in manufacturing. Wrong originally studied sculpture at 
Norwich School of Art, before founding his first production company 
in 2001. Spanning both the creative and production side of the design 
business, he has accumulated an impressive array of  technical skills.  
As a designer, he has created commercially and critically successful 
products for some of the world’s leading brands, and his portfolio of 
work spans furniture, lighting, accessories and gallery projects. As a 
manufacturer, he has collaborated with many of the preeminent names 
in contemporary design.

RAW EDGES
ISRAELI BORN,  
LONDON BASED DESIGNERS
BORN 1976

Design duo Shay Alkalay and Yael Mer set up Raw Edges, a London-
based design studio, after both graduating with a Masters in Product 
Design from the Royal College of Art. Yael’s main focus includes turning 
two-dimensional sheet materials into curvaceous functional forms, 
whereas Shay is fascinated by how things move, function and react. 
Alkalay and Mer have received several highly respected awards including 
The British Council Talented Award, iF, Wallpaper* Design Award 2009, 
Elle Decoration International Design Award in 2009 and the 2009 Designer 
of the Future Award from Design Miami Basel.
In recent projects Endgrain and Herringbones, the duo have experimented 
with colour, using the grain of the wood to carry the dye through the timber. 
In 2015 the Stack-Up Series used many different materials, textures and 
colours to present new unique bespoke editions of the design. Alkalay’s 
Stack is included in the permanent collection of MoMA in New York.

RICHARD WOODS
BRITISH ARTIST
BORN 1966

A painter, designer and sculptor, Richard Woods is a graduate of 
The Slade School of Fine Art. His well-documented work crosses 
boundaries between art, architecture and design and is most often 
made up of exaggerated, garish representations of traditional British 
architectural and interior motifs, such as wooden flooring, chintz 
wallpapers, crazy paving or red bricks. These “logos of reality” are 
created using traditional woodblock techniques and then applied as 
a second skin covering interior floors and walls. His work has been 
applied to a courtyard in the Henry Moore Project at the Venice Biennale 
2004, to a residential building in upstate New York 2006, and a store 
interior for Comme des Garcons in Osaka in 2003. In these instances, 
Woods’ art expresses an extreme version of Englishness by taking over 
a space and saturating it with iconography. Woods has also recently 
produced work for the London Underground, Paul Smith, collaborated 
on architectural projects in Sicily and Tokyo and is currently working on 
a host of projects including further architectural commissions in New 
York, London and Seoul.

SYLVAIN WILLENZ
BELGIAN DESIGNER
BORN 1978

Sylvain Willenz founded his multi-disciplinary design office in Brussels 
in 2004, after seven years of living in London and graduating from the 
Royal College of Art. His early collections explored the possibilities of 
natural rubber, and Willenz has continued to investigate the potential of 
new materials and manufacturing techniques. Willenz’s work is often 
inspired by archetypal objects and the simplicity and familiarity with 
which they are associated, interpreting these forms and qualities in 
new designs. His studio focuses on products and furniture, as well as 
installation and exhibition design and creative direction. In 2009, his 
Torch Light series for Established & Sons won Best in Lighting and 
Overall Best Product of the Year at the UK Grand Designs Awards.

WOUTER SCHEUBLIN
DUTCH DESIGNER
BORN 1979

Netherlands designer Wouter Scheublin studied Industrial Design at 
both the Technical University of Delft and Design Academy Eindhoven, 
before founding his studio in 2005. In 2015 he merged studios 
with fellow designer and long-term collaborator Lotty Lindeman 
in Eindhoven, creating Scheublin & Lindeman. Scheublin’s work 
expresses his ongoing fascination with construction and mechanics, in 
a variety of autonomous and functional designs. Examples include his 
walking furniture series, where normally static pieces like a table or chair 
become animated in response to human contact. He continues to work 
on both self-initiated projects and partnerships with other designers, 
researchers, brands, and manufacturers. 
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SPARE & REPLACEMENT PARTS

Code Product Description RRP Ex tax Lead Time

4691 MISC, A Part, LIGHTHOUSE, glass bulb diffuser tube € 70 1-3 weeks

5030 MISC, A Part, TORCH LIGHT, Ø150 diffuser € 35 1-3 weeks
5032 MISC, A Part, TORCH LIGHT, Ø300 diffuser € 35 1-3 weeks

5859 MISC, A Part, ZERO-IN, clear glass € 390 1-3 weeks
5860 MISC, A Part, ZERO-IN, black tinted glass € 530 1-3 weeks

5864 MISC, A Part, STACK, white top panel € 250 4-6 weeks
5865 MISC, A Part, STACK, set of two, white side panels, small € 250 4-6 weeks
6132 MISC, A Part, STACK, set of two, white side panels, medium € 250 4-6 weeks
6133 MISC, A Part, STACK, set of two, white side panels, large € 250 4-6 weeks
6134 MISC, A Part, STACK, set of two, white side panels, bottom € 250 4-6 weeks
5866 MISC, A Part, STACK, set of two, coloured front panels € 390 4-6 weeks

6295 MISC, A Part, WRONGWOODS, set of four legs H140, straight € 140 1-3 weeks
5871 MISC, A Part, WRONGWOODS, set of four legs H140, tapered € 140 1-3 weeks
6296 MISC, A Part, WRONGWOODS, set of six legs H140, straight € 200 1-3 weeks
5872 MISC, A Part, WRONGWOODS, set of six legs H140, tapered € 200 1-3 weeks

6532 MISC, A Part, WRONGWOODS, L1500, set of two doors, grey with grey € 990 4-6 weeks
6227 MISC, A Part, WRONGWOODS, L1500, set of two doors, pink with blue € 990 4-6 weeks
5873 MISC, A Part, WRONGWOODS, L1500, set of two doors, white with black € 990 4-6 weeks
5874 MISC, A Part, WRONGWOODS, L1500, set of two doors, white with green € 990 4-6 weeks
5875 MISC, A Part, WRONGWOODS, L1500, set of two doors, yellow with red € 990 4-6 weeks
6533 MISC, A Part, WRONGWOODS, L2600, set of two doors, grey with grey € 1,690 4-6 weeks
6228 MISC, A Part, WRONGWOODS, L2600, set of two doors, pink with blue € 1,690 4-6 weeks
5876 MISC, A Part, WRONGWOODS, L2600, set of two doors, white with black € 1,690 4-6 weeks
5877 MISC, A Part, WRONGWOODS, L2600, set of two doors, white with green € 1,690 4-6 weeks
5878 MISC, A Part, WRONGWOODS, L2600, set of two doors, yellow with red € 1,690 4-6 weeks

FABRIC RECOMMENDATIONS

FIRE REQUIREMENTS
Fire requirement notes are for guidance only, always get approval 
from your local fire authority. Fire requirement must be stated clearly 
on customer purchase order. All products have a non-removable 
upholstery cover unless stated otherwise.

CRIB 5
Treatment upon request. Please contact E&S for pricing.

COM/COL
COM/COL subject to sample fabric test, please supply minimum—
100mm x 100mm. Please allow an additional 2 weeks for fabric and 
leather testing. The lead time will only commence once the material 
has been successfully approved by the factory.

CLEANING UPHOLSTERY FABRIC
Regular cleaning is important in order to keep the upholstery textile 
looking its best and to prolong its life. Dust and dirt wear down the 
textile and reduce its fire-retardant properties. Vacuum frequently, 
ideally every week, at half power where appropriate. Wipe upholstery 
fabrics made from polyurethane with a dry or moist cloth. It is usually 
recommended that upholstered furniture with normal commercial use 

should be cleaned 2-3 times a year. Upholsteries in private households 
usually need less frequent cleaning. Appropriate maintenance and 
regular cleaning can prolong the textile’s life cycle and reduce costs 
for renovation and repair, replacement and disposal.

CLEANING LEATHER
Leather is a living material that matures beautifully if treated properly. 
You should not place leather furniture closer than 20-30 cm to a 
radiator or in direct sunlight. Do not use harsh chemicals, saddle 
soap or unidentified leather cleaners, solvents and oils. Keep free of 
dust and grit. Vacuum clean leather often with a soft brush. Regularly 
clean contact areas such as arm and head rests to avoid build-up of 
perspiration and body oils, which may discolour leather. Leather can 
be maintained by wiping with a cool damp cloth. For tougher soiling, 
use a PH balanced soap on a cloth and rinse. Remember to always 
use cool water. Repeat if needed. Mild leather cleaning products and 
protection treatments are widely available, always seek instruction 
from the manufacturer. We recommend professional cleaning with 
specialist leather cleaners and conditioners in strict accordance with 
manufacturer’s instructions.

BT CR FD KV MH PF COM/COL

Bute Crevin Fidivi Kvadrat  Maharam Pierre Frey Cusomter’s own material / leather

Manufacturer Key 
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CAPE • • •
CASSETTE • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
LUCIO • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
MAURO CHAIR • • • • • • • • • •
MOLLO • •
QUILT • • • •
GRID • • • • • • •

https://www.butefabricsltd.com/
https://www.crevin.com/en/
https://www.fidivi.com/en/
https://www.kvadrat.dk/
https://www.maharam.com
https://www.pierrefrey.com/
https://www.kvadrat.dk/en/products/upholstery/1310-atlas
https://www.kvadrat.dk/en/products/upholstery/2968-remix-3
https://www.crevin.com/en/detail/iris-90
https://www.crevin.com/en/detail/moss-116
https://www.fidivi.com/en/fabrics/fabrics-catalogue/maya
https://www.maharam.com/products/murmur/colors/003-canopy
https://www.butefabricsltd.com/melrose-cf729
https://www.kvadrat.dk/en/products/upholstery/1200-divina-3
https://www.kvadrat.dk/en/products/upholstery/8079-encircle
https://www.kvadrat.dk/en/products/upholstery/1293-melange-nap
https://www.kvadrat.dk/en/products/upholstery/2965-steelcut-trio-3
https://www.maharam.com/products/beck/colors/019-semblance
https://www.kvadrat.dk/en/products/upholstery/1000-hallingdal-65
https://www.kvadrat.dk/en/products/upholstery/13023-planum
https://www.kvadrat.dk/en/products/upholstery/13020-plecto
https://www.kvadrat.dk/en/products/upholstery/7913-raas
https://www.kvadrat.dk/en/products/upholstery/600657-safire
https://www.kvadrat.dk/en/products/upholstery/8568-sunniva-3
https://www.kvadrat.dk/en/products/upholstery/1287-twill-weave
https://www.kvadrat.dk/en/products/upholstery/1219-divina-md
https://www.kvadrat.dk/en/products/upholstery/13001-drop
https://www.kvadrat.dk/en/products/upholstery/13022-husk
https://www.kvadrat.dk/en/products/upholstery/13019-mosaic-2
https://www.kvadrat.dk/en/products/upholstery/13004-uniform-melange
https://www.kvadrat.dk/en/products/upholstery/13003-sprinkles
https://www.kvadrat.dk/en/products/upholstery/8484-vidar-4
https://www.maharam.com/products/hearth/colors/002-sherbet
https://www.kvadrat.dk/en/products/upholstery/1261-fuse
https://www.maharam.com/products/flurry/colors/003-deity
https://www.maharam.com/products/valor/colors/005-spicy
https://www.kvadrat.dk/en/products/upholstery/13018-gentle-2
https://www.kvadrat.dk/en/products/upholstery/2128-waterborn
https://www.maharam.com/products/roam/colors/002-beeswax
https://www.maharam.com/products/superweave-by-alexander-girard-1966/colors/001-orange-and-pink
https://www.pierrefrey.com/en/products/F3188-F3188001
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FABRIC SPECIFICATIONS

FABRIC NAME FINISHES COMPOSISTION DURABILITY FIRE STANDARDS

CA
T 

1

KV

Atlas 37 colours 90% new wool, worsted / 
10% nylon 100,000 Martindale BS 5852-1 EN 1021-1/2 CAL 117-2013

Remix 3 71 colours 90% new wool, worsted / 
10% nylon 100,000 Martindale BS 5852-1 EN 1021-1/2 CAL 117-2013

CR

Iris 11 colours
41% cotton / 29% polyester 
/ 24% polypropylene /
6% rayon

32,000 Martindale BS 5852-1 EN 1021-1/2 CAL 117-2013

Moss 23 colours 100% polyester 50,000 Martindale BS 5852-1 EN 1021-1/2 CAL 117-2013

FD Maya 43 colours 100% polyester trevira CS 100,000 Martindale BS 5852 Crib 5 EN 1021-1/2 CAL 117-2013

M
H Murmur 21 colours 100% polyester 75,000 Wyzenbeek BS 5852-1 EN 1021-1/2 CAL 117-2013

CA
T 

2

BT Melrose 10 colours 93% pure new wool / 
7% nylon 85,000 Martindale BS 5852 Crib 5 EN 1021-1/2

KV

Divina 3 56 colours 100% new wool 45,000 Martindale BS 5852 Crib 5 EN 1021-1/2 CAL 117-2013

Encircle 17 colours 100% trevira CS 80,000 Martindale BS 5852 Crib 5 EN 1021-1/2 CAL 117-2013

Melange Nap 26 colours 97% new wool, worsted / 
3% nylon 60,000 Martindale BS 5852-1 EN 1021-1/2 CAL 117-2013

Steelcut Trio 3 54 colours 90% new wool, worsted / 
10% nylon 100,000 Martindale BS 5852-1 EN 1021-1/2 CAL 117-2013

M
H Beck 49 colours 78% wool / 22% nylon 100,000 Martindale BS 5852-1 EN 1021-1/2 CAL 117-2013

CA
T 

3

KV

Hallingdal 65 58 colours 70% new wool / 
30% viscose 100,000 Martindale BS 5852 Crib 5 EN 1021-1/2 CAL 117-2013

Planum 20 colours 44% wool / 42% polyester / 
14% polyamide 100,000 Martindale EN 1021-1/2 CAL 117-2013

Plecto 17 colours 50% new wool / 34% 
polyester / 16% polyamide 100,000 Martindale BS 5852-1 EN 1021-1/2 CAL 117-2013

Raas 29 colours 92% new wool, worsted / 
8% nylon 100,000 Martindale BS 5852-1 EN 1021-1/2 CAL 117-2013

Safire 17 colours

43% viscose / 
17% polyacrylic / 
15% new wool / 9% cotton / 
8% linen / 8% polyester

44,000 Martindale BS 5852-1 EN 1021-1/2 CAL 117-2013

Sunniva 3 35 colours
58% new wool / 
25% viscose / 8% linen / 
5% nylon / 4% polyester

50,000 Martindale EN 1021-1/2 CAL 117-2013

Twill Weave 19 colours 90% new wool, worsted / 
10% nylon 60,000 Martindale BS 5852-1 EN 1021-1/2 CAL 117-2013

FABRIC NAME FINISHES COMPOSISTION DURABILITY FIRE STANDARDS

CA
T 

4 KV

Divina MD 27 colours 100% new wool 45,000 Martindale BS 5852 Crib 5 EN 1021-1/2 CAL 117-2013

Drop 29 colours
60% new wool / 
20% polyamide / 
20% polyester

80,000 Martindale BS 5852-1 EN 1021-1/2 CAL 117-2013

Husk 10 colours
66% polyester filling / 
15% new wool / 9% nylon / 
9% polyester / 1% elastane

100,000 Martindale BS 5852-1 EN 1021-1/2 CAL 117-2013

Mosaic 2 15 colours

46% polyester filling /
27% new wool / 12% 
polyester / 9% polyamide / 
6% elastane

100,000 Martindale BS 5852-1 EN 1021-1/2 CAL 117-2013

Uniform 
Melange 38 colours 68% new wool / 22% 

polyamide / 10% polyester 100,000 Martindale BS 5852-1 EN 1021-1/2 CAL 117-2013

Sprinkles 23 colours
40% polyester filling / 30% 
new wool / 20% polyester/ 
10% polyamide

80,000 Martindale BS 5852-1 EN 1021-1/2 CAL 117-2013

Vidar 4 41 colours 94% new wool / 6% nylon 100,000 Martindale BS 5852-1 EN 1021-1/2 CAL 117-2013

M
H Hearth 15 colours 85% wool / 15% nylon 80,000 Wyzenbeek CAL 117-2013

CA
T 

5

FV Fuse 10 colours
65% new wool worsted /  
23% cotton / 8%viscose /  
4% nylon

100,000 Martindale BS 5852 Crib 5 EN 1021-1/2 CAL 117-2013

M
H

Flurry 9 colours

35% cotton / 25% 
polyester / 10% acrylic / 
10% rayon /  10% wool / 
8% linen /  2% nylon

35,000 Martindale CAL 117-2013

Valor 15 colours 85% wool / 15% nylon 40,000 Martindale BS 5852-1 EN 1021-1/2 CAL 117-2013

CA
T 

6

KV

Gentle 2 21 colours 60% new wool / 20% 
polyamide / 20% polyester 90,000 Martindale BS 5852-1 EN 1021-1/2 CAL 117-2013

Waterborn 39 colours 85% polyester /  
15% polyurethane 100,000 Martindale BS 5852-1 EN 1021-1/2 CAL 117-2013

CA
T 

8 M
H

Roam 6 colours
51% rayon / 29% wool /  
9% cotton, 9% linen / 
2% nylon

70,000 Martindale CAL 117-2013

Superwave 5 colours 100% wool 20,000 Martindale CAL 117-2013

PF Louison 2 colours 41% wool / 39% alpaca / 
17% cotton / 3% acrylic 50,000 Martindale BS 5852 Crib 5 EN 1021-1/2
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FABRIC METERAGE

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION LINEAR METERAGE QUANTITY (M)

C
AP

E

L200 upholstered sofa over cover 8.5
1.4 width

C
AS

SE
TT

E L1650 sofa cushions 5,7 1.4 width

L2070 sofa cushions 6.6

D700 side cushions 1.5

G
RI

D

L2500 room divider, straight unit
Upholstered tall partition 8.0

CAT 1 
1.4 width

CAT 3
1.3 width
(1.3 minimum required)

L2500 straight unit, upholstered seat
Upholstered low support 
Upholstered tall partition 
Upholstered seat

4.0
8.0
5.0

L2500 corner unit, one upholstered seat
Upholstered low support 
Upholstered tall partition 
Upholstered seat

6.5
13.0
5.0

L2500 corner unit, two upholstered seats
Upholstered low support 
Upholstered tall partition 
Upholstered seat

6.5
13.0
8.5

L2500 u-shape unit, two upholstered seats
Upholstered low support 
Upholstered tall partition 
Upholstered seat

9.5
19.5
8.5

L2500 u-shape unit, three upholstered seats
Upholstered low support 
Upholstered tall partition 
Upholstered seat

9.5
19.5
14.0

Additional parts, CAT 1
L1240 H310 back and seat pad
L1240 H770 back and seat pad
L2430 H310 full length back pad
L2430 H770 full length back pad
Set of three small cushions
Set of three mixed size cushions

4.0
5.0
3.0
5.0
2.1
3.6

Additional parts, CAT 3
L1240 H310 back and seat pad
L1240 H770 back and seat pad
L2430 H310 full length back pad
L2430 H770 full length back pad
Set of three small cushions
Set of mixed small cushions

4.0
5.0
3.0
5.0
2.1
3.6

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION LINEAR METERAGE QUANTITY (M)

LU
C

IO L650 w/out arms 2.5 1.4 width

L675 lounge w/out arms 2.5

M
O

LL
O

L1730 armchair (m2) 8.5
1.6 width

Q
U

IL
T

L1280 armchair 5.0 1.6 width

L1400 armchair 6.0

L2100 sofa 8.0

TU
DO

R L465 chair w/out arms 2.0 1.4 width

L580 chair with arms 2.5
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TRANSPORT NOTES

BEAM TABLE, L3000 
D1000 - table top 310 110 24 0.82 150

BEAM TABLE, L3000 D1000 
consists of 1 x table top, 2 x side 
legs, 1 x L-Beam (1 x Crate & 3 x 
Cartons)

BEAM TABLE, 
H1100 - side legs 81 15 115 0.14 60

(2 x Cartons) Legs in Singular 
cartons (Set of two legs required for 
a table)

BEAM TABLE,
 H740 - side legs 81 15 75 0.10 50

(2 x Cartons) Legs in Singular 
cartons (Set of two legs required for 
a table)

BEAM TABLE, L3000 
Lbeam 300 15 10 0.05 20 (Carton)

BEAM TABLE, L2400 
Lbeam 240 15 10 0.04 18 (Carton)

BLOC LONG 134 54 50 0.37 50 Crated to prevent damage during 
transportation

BLOC SMALL 57 73 50 0.21 20 Crated to prevent damage during 
transportation

BLOC SQUARE 94 94 50 0.45 30 Crated to prevent damage during 
transportation

BUTT, H490, set of 
two 46 41 78 0.15 9 (Carton)

BUTT, SH490, single 46 41 78 0.15 4.5 (Carton)

CASSETTE, L1650 
sofa 185 100 100 1.85 80 For EU destinations box palletized, 

for non-EU destinations crated
Non-stackable unless crated, 2-3 
people recommended for installation

CASSETTE, L2070 
sofa 220 100 100 2.20 90 For EU destinations box palletized, 

for non-EU destinations crated
Non-stackable unless crated, 4 
people recommended for installation

CASSETTE, D700 set 
of two side cushions 60 40 40 0.10 7 (Carton)

CHO LIGHT, F1 26 26 135 0.10 4.5 (Carton) Fragile, must be kept upright

CHO LIGHT, F2 26 26 178 0.13 5.1 (Carton) Fragile, must be kept upright

CORONA, S2 Ø490, 
220/240V 58 78 28 0.13 8 (Palletised Carton) Fragile; not suitable for courier 

delivery

CRATE SERIES, The 
Crate L375 38 18 53 0.04 4 (Carton)

CRATE SERIES, No.1 
L700 80 75 55 0.33 15 (Carton)

CRATE SERIES, No.2 
L1200 120 50 80 0.48 30 (Carton)

CRATE SERIES, No.3 
L1180 126 85 40 0.43 30 (Carton)

Packaging Dimensions cm

Product L D H m3 KG Packaging Notes Handling Notes

Packaging Dimensions cm

Product L D H m3 KG Packaging Notes Handling Notes

FILIGRANA LIGHT, S1 
beehive Ø160 light 26 26 27 0.02 1.6 (Carton) Fragile

FILIGRANA LIGHT, S2 
cylinder Ø220 light 38 38 38 0.06 3.6 (Carton) Fragile

FILIGRANA LIGHT, 
S3 ellipse Ø370 light 50 45 50 0.12 4.5 (Carton) Fragile

FILIGRANA LIGHT, 
S4 ellipse Ø450 light 50 45 50 0.12 5.8 (Carton) Fragile

FILIGRANA LIGHT, 
S5 globe Ø500 light 80 70 85 0.48 15 (Carton) Fragile

FILIGRANA LIGHT, 
T2 cylinder Ø220 38 38 38 0.06 3.6 (Carton) Fragile

FILIGRANA LIGHT 
C3a/b, ceiling plate 80 80 30 0.20 15 (Carton) See packaging dimensions 

for glass shades Fragile

FILIGRANA LIGHT 
C3a, glass shades 39 39 39 0.06 3 (Carton) Fragile

FILIGRANA LIGHT 
C3b, glass shades

1 @ 39 x 39 x 39 cm
1 @ 51 x 51 x 44 cm
1 @ 56 x 56 x 50 cm

0.34 13.5 (Carton) Fragile

FILIGRANA LIGHT 
C5, ceiling plate 80 80 30 0.20 15 (Carton) See packaging dimensions 

for glass shades Fragile

FILIGRANA LIGHT 
C5, glass shades

3 @ 39 x 39 x 39 cm
1 @ 51 x 51 x 44 cm
1 @ 56 x 56 x 50 cm

0.45 19.5 (Carton) Fragile

FILIGRANA LIGHT 
C9, ceiling plate 100 100 30 0.30 20

(Carton) See packaging dimensions 
for glass shades Fragile

FILIGRANA LIGHT 
C9, glass shades

3 @ 39 x 39 x 39 cm
4 @ 51 x 51 x 44 cm
2 @ 56 x 56 x 50 cm

0.98 39 (Carton) Fragile

FOLD, T1 H230 light 12 12 23 0.01 1 (Carton)

FOLD, T2 H450 light 28 28 47 0.04 3 (Carton)

FONT CLOCK, G100 
small 36 22 17 0.02 2 (Carton)

Fragile; to protect the mechanism 
please follow start-up instructions 
(label on back of clock)

FONT CLOCK, G225 
medium 49 37 20 0.04 3 (Carton)

Fragile; to protect the mechanism 
please follow start-up instructions 
(label on back of clock)

FONT CLOCK, G270 
large 68 56 30 0.12 7 (Carton)

Fragile; to protect the mechanism 
please follow start-up instructions 
(label on back of clock)
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Packaging Dimensions cm

Product L D H m3 KG Packaging Notes Handling Notes

Packaging Dimensions cm

Product L D H m3 KG Packaging Notes Handling Notes

FRAME CHAIR, 
SH440, set of two 76 44 97 0.33 12 (Carton) To be dispatched on pallet

FRAME CHAIR, 
SH440, single 76 44 97 0.33 6 (Carton) To be dispatched on pallet

GRID, Straight unit 
low support 266 82 55 1.00 115

(2 x Crates (Structure and Panels), 
1 x Pallet (Cushions)); dims 
represent circumference

GRID, Straight unit 
tall partition 255 155 52 1.60 200

(2 x Crates (Structure and Panels), 
1 x Pallet (Cushions)); dims 
represent circumference

GRID, Corner unit 
low support 255 84 99 1.90 225

(2 x Crates (Structure and Panels), 
1 x Pallet (Cushions)); dims 
represent circumference

GRID, Corner unit 
tall partition 255 155 89 2.30 400

(2 x Crates (Structure and Panels), 
1 x Pallet (Cushions)); dims 
represent circumference

GRID, U-Shape unit 
low support 255 84 146 2.80 340

(2 x Crates (Structure and Panels), 
1 x Pallet (Cushions)); dims 
represent circumference

GRID, U-Shape unit 
tall partition 255 155 129 3.30 600

(2 x Crates (Structure and Panels), 
1 x Pallet (Cushions)); dims 
represent circumference

HEIDI, SH500 
stacking 50 43 52.5 0.12 8.25 (Carton)

HEIDI, SH650 
stacking 53 47 69.5 0.18 9.2 (Carton)

HEIDI, SH760 
stacking 53 48 83.5 0.22 9.8 (Carton)

HEIDI SH500 50 43 52.5 0.12 8.25 (Carton)

HEIDI SH600 53 47 69.5 0.18 9.2 (Carton)

HEIDI SH800 53 48 83.5 0.22 9.8 (Carton)

LIGHTHOUSE, T1 
H695 base only 91 37 38 0.13 6.9 (Carton) Fragile

LIGHTHOUSE, T1 
shade only 52 52 54 0.15 5.4 (Carton) Fragile; please follow instructions to 

balance glass shade

LOUVRE LIGHT, S1 
L950 123 43 54 0.29 35

Crated to prevent damage during 
transportation

2 people recommended for 
unpacking; do not lift out of package 
by holding fragile aluminium louvres; 
not suitable for courier delivery

LUCIO LOUNGE, 
L900 chair w/out arm 120 80 120 1.16 35 (Palletised Carton)

MAURO CHAIR, 
SH450 set of two 50 65 103 0.34 16 (Carton)

MAURO CHAIR, 
SH450 single 50 65 103 0.34 10 (Carton)

MOLLO, L1700 
armchair 180 134 102 2.47 80 (Palletised Carton)

POUR, 300ml, half 
pint 13 13 18 0.01 1 (Carton)

POUR, 580ml, pint 15 15 21 0.01 1 (Carton)

POUR, 750ml, wine 
bottle 16 16 23 0.01 1 (Carton)

QUILT, H300 ottoman 120 100 45 0.54 32 (Palletised Carton)

QUILT, L1280 
armchair 142 125 80 1.42 110 For EU destinations box palletized, 

for non-EU destinations crated Non-stackable unless crated

QUILT, L1400 
armchair 163 111 108 1.96 150 For EU destinations box palletized, 

for non-EU destinations crated Non-stackable unless crated

QUILT, L2100 sofa 222 125 80 2.22 160 For EU destinations box palletized, 
for non-EU destinations crated Non-stackable unless crated

SALT, L1000 D1000 110 110 20 0.25 60 (Crate)

SALT, L800 D800, 
beech 90 90 20 0.17 70 (Crate)

STACK, H1780 13 
drawer 70 80 198 1.11 160 Crated to prevent damage during 

transportation

Non-stackable, no tilting, must 
be kept upright, 3 people 
recommended for installation

STACK, H1080 8 
drawer 70 80 130 0.73 110 Crated to prevent damage during 

transportation

Non-stackable, no tilting, must 
be kept upright, 2 people 
recommended for installation

STEP, SH650 stool 42 40 72 0.13 3.7 (Carton)

STEP, H750 stool 44 43 82 0.16 4.1 (Carton)

STORE 28 28 28 0.03 2 (Carton) Fragile, to be bubble wrapped for 
dispatch on its own

TABLE, L1800 D1800 195 195 30 1.15 100 (Crate)

TABLE, L2000 D900 215 115 30 0.75 120 (Crate)

TABLE, L2200 D900 235 115 39 1.06 150 (Crate)

TABLE, L2400 D900 255 115 30 0.88 165 (Crate)

TANK, S1 Ø500 light 51 51 41 0.11 8 (Carton)

TANK, S2 Ø720 light 75 75 53 0.30 15 (Carton)
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TIKI, T1 H365 base 
+ top 50 30 20 0.01 5 (Carton) Fragile

TORCH LIGHT, S1 
cone Ø150 23 19 24 0.02 0.7 (Carton)

TORCH LIGHT, S10 
bunch 1800 70 70 26 0.13 7.4 (Carton)

TORCH LIGHT, S20 
bunch 1800 140 72 26 0.27 17.7 (Carton)

TORCH LIGHT, S5 
bunch 1400 70 70 26 0.13 4.8 (Carton)

TORCH LIGHT, S2 
round Ø150 23 19 24 0.02 0.7 (Carton)

TORCH LIGHT, S3 
cone Ø300 38 38 23 0.04 1.6 (Carton)

TORCH LIGHT, T1 
cone Ø150 23 19 24 0.02 0.7 (Carton)

WRONGWOODS 
TABLE, H765 L2000 
D900 legs

80 17 18 0.03 10 Part assembled; crated to prevent 
damage during transportation

WRONGWOODS 
TABLE, H765 L2000 
D900 table top

208 98 14 0.29 60 Part assembled; crated to prevent 
damage during transportation

WRONGWOODS, 
L1090 chest of 
drawers

118 60 80 0.57 105
Part assembled (legs fitted on site); 
crated to prevent damage during 
transportation

No tilting, must be kept upright, 
stackable in qty 2

WRONGWOODS, 
L1500 low cabinet 155 45 55 0.39 91

Part assembled (legs fitted on site); 
crated to prevent damage during 
transportation

No tilting, must be kept upright, 
stackable in qty 3

WRONGWOODS, 
L2600 low cabinet 265 45 55 0.66 115

Part assembled (legs fitted on site); 
crated to prevent damage during 
transportation

No tilting, must be kept upright, 
stackable in qty 3

WRONGWOODS, 
L585 night table 63 40 50 0.13 18 (Carton) Not suitable for courier delivery, to 

be dispatched on pallet

WRONGWOODS, 
L440 tray 45 34 8 0.02 2 (Carton)

ZERO-IN, H350 L900 
D900 table 93.5 93.5 41 0.36 20 Not suitable for courier delivery, to 

be dispatched on pallet

Packaging Dimensions cm

Product L D H m3 KG Packaging Notes Handling Notes
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OTHER PROVISIONS
Established & Sons reserves the right to charge storage fees 14 days 
from the time a product has been ready for dispatch or collection or the 
confirmed dispatch or collection date on the order, whatever is later. 
Customers must make reasonable efforts to inspect goods as soon 
as possible. In case customers cannot inspect goods immediately at 
receipt, “received with reserve” must be recorded on all accompanying 
shipment documentation or Established & Sons must be notified in 
writing on the day of delivery. Goods shall be at the customer’s risk 
from the point of dispatch or the point of delivery, whatever the case 
may be, however all goods shall remain the property of Established & 
Sons until the customer has paid the price in full. Established & Sons 
reserves the right to alter packaging dimensions or weights without 
prior notice. Established & Sons will not be liable for any damages if 
the customer has not complied with directions provided concerning 
the assembly of a product or for any damages arising from misuse 
or lack of maintenance and care of the delivered items. Established 
& Sons will not accept or pay for any invoice sent by third parties for 
repair of defective products. Established & Sons may grant, cancel, or 
change credit terms and limits at its sole discretion and may request 
full advance payment for specific orders at any time. For customers 
with an agreed and current credit limit, orders will be dispatched as 
soon as they are ready for shipment only as long as the customer’s 
account remains within the agreed credit limits and the customer does 
not have any overdue invoices. In cases where invoices or requests 
for payment remain unpaid beyond their due date, Established & Sons 
reserves the right to release any stock reserved for the order and takes 
no responsibility for any resulting increase in lead times. In cases of 
late or non-payment Established & Sons may charge interest of 12% 
p.a. on any outstanding amounts. Established & Sons reserves the 
right to charge for any debt collection or legal fees arising during the 
recovery of the outstanding amount. The contents of this document, 
information and images published on its website and other materials 
you may receive from Established & Sons are protected by copyright 
(including design copyrights), trade-marks, patent, database and 
other intellectual property rights and similar proprietary rights which 
include, without limitation, all rights in materials, works, techniques, 
technical information, trading business brand names, goodwill, the 
style or presentation of the goods or services, creations, inventions 
or improvements upon or additions to an invention, confidential 
information, know-how and any research effort relating to Established 
& Sons, moral rights and any similar rights in any country (whether 
registered or unregistered and including applications for and the 
right to apply for them in any part of the world) and the intellectual 
property rights in the material and content supplied as part of this 
document shall remain with Established & Sons and/or its licensors. 
(Only) receipt of an Established & Sons Confirmation of Order or 
Proforma Invoice constitutes a contract to supply (“Contract”). Any 
discrepancies (to customer requirements and/or purchase orders 
issued by customers) must be notified within 3 working days of the 
receipt of order confirmation.  Any typographical, clerical, or other 
accidental errors or omissions on documentation or information issued 
by Established & Sons shall be subject to correction without liability on 
the part of Established & Sons. Receipt of a Confirmation of Order or a 
(Proforma) Invoice, whatever occurs earlier, from Established & Sons 
shall constitute Customer’s acceptance of the T&Cs as published 
at the time. These T&Cs shall constitute the entire agreement 
between Established & Sons and any customer and supersede 
any prior agreement, understanding or arrangement between the 
parties, whether oral or in writing and apply to all Contracts between 
Established & Sons and the customer. Established & Sons will use 
reasonable endeavours to carry out its obligations in a timely fashion 
but will not be liable for any loss, costs or expenses arising directly 

or indirectly from any delays in doing so. All lead times provided by 
Established & Sons are estimates only and whilst Established & Sons 
will do its utmost to meet delivery dates, it shall not be under any liability 
whatsoever for delay in estimated delivery times or failure to deliver 
for any cause, or from any loss or damages that arise. Established 
& Sons reserves the right to cancel any order if the customer has 
breached one or more of these Terms & Conditions, is subject to 
any insolvency procedure, if any amounts owed by the customer to 
Established & Sons become overdue or if unforeseen events arise that 
materially impact Established & Sons ability to execute the order as 
agreed with the customer (e.g. unexpected fluctuations in raw material 
availability). Established & Sons will not be liable, in contract or tort 
(including, without limitation, negligence), or in respect of pre-contract 
or other representations (other than fraudulent misrepresentations) or 
otherwise for any economic losses (including without limitation loss of 
revenues, profits, contracts, business or anticipated savings and any 
other consequential loss); or any loss of goodwill or reputation; or any 
special or indirect losses; or wasted management or office time; or any 
other loss or damage of any kind suffered or incurred arising out of or 
in connection with the provision of any matter under these Conditions 
and/or the Contract and/or or any aspect related to a purchase of the 
Goods. Without prejudice to the terms of this clause and in the event 
that it is unable to rely upon it, Established & Sons liability for all and 
any losses a customer suffers as a result of Established & Sons being 
in breach of the Contract, whether or not deliberate, is strictly limited 
to the purchase price of the Goods purchased. Save as expressly 
provided in these T&Cs, all conditions, warranties and other terms 
implied by statute or common law are to the fullest extent permitted 
by law excluded from any Contract. No provision of these T&Cs shall 
affect or limit customers’ applicable statutory rights; exclude or limit 
Established & Sons liability for death or personal injury resulting from 
negligence, fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation, action pursuant to 
section 2(3) of the Consumer Protection Act 1987, or any matter for 
which it would be unlawful to exclude or attempt to exclude liability. 
Both parties each acknowledge that, in entering into a Contract, 
neither party has relied on any express or implied representation, 
undertaking or promise given by the other from anything said or 
written in any negotiations between us prior to such Contract except 
as has been expressly incorporated in such Contract. Neither party 
shall have any remedy in respect of any untrue statement made by 
the other, whether orally or in writing, prior to the date of any Contract 
(unless such untrue statement was made fraudulently) and the other 
party’s only remedy shall be for breach of contract as provided in 
these Conditions. If any provision of these terms and conditions is 
held by any competent authority to be invalid or unenforceable in 
whole or in part, the validity of the other provisions of the Contract 
and the remainder of the provision in question will not be affected. 
Established & Sons reserves the right to carry out modifications to 
its price list and T&Cs without prior notice and with immediate effect. 
These Terms & Conditions and all Contracts shall be governed by the 
laws of the United Kingdom and the customer agrees to submit to the 
exclusive jurisdiction of the UK courts.

TERMS & CONDITIONS

ABOUT
This document sets out the terms and conditions (“T&Cs”) under which 
ESTANDSONS LTD (trading as and referred to in this document as 
“Established & Sons”), a limited company registered in England under 
company number 12939191 with its office at 7 Tilney Court, London 
EC1V9BQ, supplies goods to its customers (“Goods”), Established & 
Sons updates its T&Cs from time to time. This version of the T&Cs 
shall take effect on the 1st of May 2022 and supersede any previously 
published terms, pricing and information. 

PRICING
All prices shown are recommended public prices in British Pounds £ 
exclusive of VAT, any local taxes and before any discounts granted by 
Established & Sons to its trade partners. Pricing includes shipping to 
the mainland of Great Britain provided the Minimum Order Value (MOV) 
is met or exceeded (see ‘Delivery’ for further details). Quotations are 
valid for a period of 30 days unless otherwise stated.

LEAD TIMES FOR MADE-TO-ORDER (MTO) PROGRAMME
Lead times vary from product to product. Indicative lead times are 
included in the price list. Quoted lead times are approximate and refer 
to collection at our warehouse, i.e. exclude shipping times. The actual 
estimated lead time applicable to a specific MTO order will be stated 
in the order confirmation. Please note that for bespoke products & 
project orders (MTO>1) longer lead times may apply and that lead 
times only begin upon receipt of a 50% deposit which is required for 
all MTO orders.

COM / COL ORDERS
Any custom orders (e.g. colour combinations or fabrics) are subject 
to Established & Sons approval and customers are asked to submit a 
minimum 10cmx10cm sample of COM/COL for approval to determine 
if the material is likely to be suitable for the respective product. 
Please note that Established & Sons approval is not a guarantee of 
suitability and Established & Sons is not responsible for the ultimate 
performance of COM/COL. Please send any samples to Established 
& Son’s office in London. Following approval and order confirmation, 
COM/COL for manufacture of the product must be shipped to the 
specified factory (addresses will be provided by the sales team as 
and when needed) free of charge and duties. Packing list and textile 
must include Established & Sons order number and product, country 
of origin and content.

ARTISAN VARIATIONS
The artisan technique used in our mouth-blown glass and hand-made 
ceramics collection creates unique pieces, some of which may feature 
characteristics of hand-crafted manufacturing (i.e. variations). Every 
effort is made to ensure colour matches, however Established & Sons 
cannot guarantee exact colour match for any product finishes, wood 
or fabric variances. Fabric and colour swatches are for reference 
only. Whilst every effort is made to ensure accurate representation of 
product colours, finishes and dimensions, Established & Sons reserve 
the right to alter these details without notice in compliance with its 
own production needs or technological changes.

SUITABLE USE
Products are not suitable for outdoor use unless specifically stated. 
Certain products or fabrics are not recommended for use in public 
spaces or other high-intensity environments. Durability and mechanical 
strength of materials, joints and fixings may be compromised at client’s 
own risk if the product is placed within an unsuitable environment or 
misused.

PAYMENT
Established & Sons standard terms require full payment prior to 
dispatch of products. Regular customers may apply for credit terms 
for orders from the Quick Ship Program. Please note that all MTO 
and COM/COL orders require payment of a 50% deposit prior to 
commencement of production and payment of the balance prior to 
dispatch or collection.

DELIVERY
Established & Sons will only deliver to agreed addresses which are 
warehouse locations or standard kerbside and is not responsible for 
off-loading or installation of the products. Customers are required 
to provide appropriate equipment and manual labour at the delivery 
point at their own expense. Standard kerb-side delivery to the 
mainland of Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Hungary, 
Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Poland, Portugal, Spain, 
Sweden, Switzerland, and The Netherlands is free of charge for all 
orders with a value of more than €2500 Net after any trade discounts 
(MOV). For all orders below €2500 Net a delivery surcharge of €60 
applies. An Upholstery Delivery Fee of €155 Net applies to all orders 
containing at least one Upholstery item. For all other territories, ex-
works terms apply, however kerbside delivery services can be quoted 
upon request. Unless otherwise stated the packaging is cardboard 
and orders may be grouped or palletised for shipment.

EX-WORKS
Ex-works orders must be collected at our warehouse. A copy of the 
dispatch list (DL) / commercial invoice (CI) with packing dimensions 
and collection instructions will be communicated to customers once 
products are ready for collection. IMPORTANT: Customers must 
book collection in advance with the Established & Sons warehouse 
quoting DL details provided and the freight forwarder must quote the 
DL number on collection, otherwise the warehouse will not release 
the goods. For VAT to be zero-rated proof of export documents must 
be received by Established & Sons within 90 days of collection date.

RETURNS AND DAMAGES
Any returns must be agreed in advance by Established & Sons failing 
which no refund or replacement will be accepted. Notification of dam- 
age to any products received must be notified to Established & Sons in 
writing within 5 days of delivery by providing Established & Sons with 
images of packaging and damages and a completed condition report 
form. Any potential claims associated with shipping damage must be 
notified to the carrier in writing by recording damage details on the 
accompanying shipment documentation confirmed by the carrier’s 
signature. Any agreed returns will only be accepted if products are 
returned in original packaging and unused.

CANCELLATION OF ORDERS
Cancellation of orders can only be accepted in writing and may incur a 
cancellation fee up to 60% of order value. Any deposits paid towards 
MTO or COM/COL orders will not be refunded and cancellations 
received by Established & Sons after dispatch of the products will not 
be accepted.

WARRANTY
Established & Sons offers a 24-month warranty covering attested 
defects of manufacture and provided the buyer has been compliant 
with the agreed terms of supply including payment.

COPYRIGHT
All designs by Established & Sons are protected under copyright law. 
Any infringements will be prosecuted. 



ESTABLISHED & SONS 
London, United Kingdom
Phone: +44 (0)20 7608 0990 
info@establishedandsons.com

Whilst every effort is made to ensure accurate representation of product 
colours, finishes and dimensions, Established & Sons reserve the right to 
alter these details without notice in compliance with its own production 
needs, technological changes or in response to the current market need. 
Established & Sons cannot guarantee exact colour match for product 
finishes, wood or fabric variances.

All the designs shown here are protected under copyright law. Established 
& Sons has the property rights to manufacture and sell these products 
and holds the exclusive manufacturing and distribution rights worldwide. 
Copying will be prosecuted.
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